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This workshop was organized to discuss some critical issues in the

design of interactive natural language system that have not received

the careful attention that they deserve. Two of the session had as

their topics, issues we felt are primary forcing functions in the

design of interactive systems capable of responding to, and responding

in, natural language. These forcing functions involve the purpose of

the interaction, the "social" conventions assumed by each participant,

and the characteristics of the channel through which interaction takes

place. The topic of the third session was the future of natural language

communication with machines.

This workshop was held 'a a parasession in conjunction with the

18th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics

(ACL). The three sessions were interleaved with the program for the

ACL meeting. This allowed the participants of the ACL meeting attend

these sessions and also permitted the invited participants of the

special sessions to attend some or all of the program of ACL meeting.

A special committee was organized for the parasession. The members

were:

Bonnie Lynn Webber, University of Pennsylvania, Organizer

Barbara Grosz, SRI

Jerry Hobbs, SRI.

Accession ForThe three sessions were as follows: Accs rNTIS GRA&I -----

Topic 1: DTIC TAB
Unaruounced

Parasession Panel: Influence of the Problem Context Justific :tioIL-

Barbara rosz, SRI, Chair Bye I . c
, irrr: -.;t i, :

Wallace Chafe, University of California, Berkeley A v:. V .05
Philip Cohen, BBN Eij ;in_/ur

Erving Goffman, University of Pennsylvania K



Aravind K. Joshi, University of Pennsylvania

Charlotte Linde and J. A. Goguen, Structural Semantics and SRI

Deborah Tannen, Georgetown Unviersity

Topic 2:

Parasession Panel: Influence of the Social Context and Medium

Jerry Hobbs, SRI, Chair

John Carey, New York University

Phil Hayes, Carnegie Mellon University

Starr Roxanne Hiltz, Kenneth Johnson and Ann Marie Rabke, Upsala College

Emmanuel Schegloff, University of California at Los Angeles

John Thomas, IBM, T.I., Watson Research Center

Eleanor Wynn, Xerox Office Products Division

Topic 3:

Parasession Panel: Future Prospects

Bonnie Lynn Webber, University of Pennsylvania, Chair

Larry Harris, Artificial Intelligence Corporation

Gary Hendrix, SRI

Howard Morgan, University of Pennsylvania

A. Michael Noll, AT & T

Ben Shneiderman, University of Maryland

Murray Turoff, New Jersey Institute of Technology

The contributions to this workshop were published together with

the proceedings of the ACL meeting. We have taken these contributions

from the Proceedings of the ACL and assembled them together as a

Proceedings of this workshop.
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Interactive Discourse: Influence of Problem ',ntext
Panel Chair's Introduction

Barbara Grosz
SRI International

The purpose of the special parasession on "Interactive pies. There is no taxonomy of function (as I've used
Man/Machine Discourse" is to discuss some critical the word). How might such a taxonomy be constructed and
issues in the design of (computer-based) interactive used?
natural language processing systems. This panel will
be addressing the question of how the purpose of the What kinds of expectations are set up by different kinds
interaction, or "problem context" affects what is said of functions?
and how it is interpreted. Each of the panel members
brings a different orientation toward the study of What assumptions about the knowledge, beliefs, and goals
language to this question. My hope is that looking at that are shared by the participants are made by the dif-
the question from these different perspectives will ex- ferent functions?
nxose issues critical to the study of language in gener-
al, and to the construction of computer systems that can How do the constraints from function interact with those
communicate with people in particular. Of course, the of domain?
issue of the influence of "problem context" is separable
from the issue of how one might get a computer system to What kinds of "tools" are useful for examining such is-
take into account the effect, of this context (and, yes, sues? (e.g., what kinds of analysis of data can be
even whether that is possible). My hope is that those done)?
on the panel who are concerned with the construction of
computer-based natural language processing systems will What happens when expectations generated by problem con-
address some of the issues of "how" and that all of the text (either function or domain) are violated?
panelists will consider the prior questions of what ef-
fects there are and what general principles underlie how
the "problem context" influences a dialogue.

There are two separate aspects to the "problem context"
thnt influence the participants' expectations and hence
their utterances: (1) the function of the discourse,
and, (2) the domain of discourse.

Function: This aspect of the problem context concerns
why the speaker and hearer are communicating and their
relative roles in the communication. Casual conversa-
tions, classroom discussions, task-oriented dialogues,
and stories have very different functions. Although it
is most reasonable to consider computer systems as par-
ticipating in a restricted kind of dialogue (namely, a
dialogue which arises from aiding a person in the solu-
tion of some problem), it is still clear that such sys-
tems may assume different roles, e.g., that of an expert
(user is ar, apprentice), tutor (student), or supplier of
information (e.g., from a large data base). Each of the
different functions results in different kinds of goals
(e~. , teaching requires a different kind of informing
than simpl,, question answering) and each of the differ-
'cnt roles will create different expectations on the part
of the user and different needs in terms of the kinds of
infcrmation the system has about the user.

omdin: This aspect concerns what a speaker is talking
ibout, the subject matter of the discourse. The struc-
pure of the information being discussed has an effect on

the languaTe (cf. Chafe's "The Flow of Language and the
Flow of Thought", Linde's work on apartment descriptions
and planning, my work on focusing in task-oriented dia-

logue.;)

Both of these aspects of "problem context" have global
':fbcts on what gets discussed and in what "units", and
)-al ,-ff-cts on how speakers express the information
they convey. clearly the two aspects interact. For ex-

ample, what a speaker chooses to discuss next depends
both on why he is telling the hearer and on the informa-
fion itself and what it is related to.

,rme Iu.st ins to consider:

In whit way- are the effects of problem context manifest
i, i dlividual utterances and larger discourse units?

1ITlw , , ],..'s ",-onversational styles" differ?

T.,' ,bI,,v,, )|i s-:;s-; t:f "function" gave several exam-
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sit.l1) COMPVTERS WPITE SPOKEN LMNI'A(;EY

Wallace I.. Chafe
Unlvrsitv of California, Berkeley

INt,t,I% ti,', ha' dvcl ied .i great diaI ol interest in Temporally, writing as an activity is much slower tLan
tt1 d:'tlrc, .- lot wi,i writ t,ii and spoken language. I speaking. Speaking seems to be produced one "idea unit"
I,, ind t' [ iii t end a I it, I, mor t than a ywar ago, and have at a time, each idea unit having a mean length of about
r'cspi cxhI Orr not onhi. whiat th., sp.'c if Ic difftreces ate, 2 seconds, or 6 words. Every so often a sequence of
iit ,it -, ti, I asons w hy tie m ight exi ,t. Tie approach idea units ends in a falling pitcb Intonation of the
Siv,. tak'tn icas heon to look for diffettnci's between the sort we identify with the ending of a sentence. Pauses
ciT ttaions and processes involved in ptiaking on the one usually occur between idea units, and longer pauses be-
arand and writ ng oni tie other, and to speculate on how tween sentences. The idea units within a spoken sen-

rho ;e diferences iglit be re, 1 oinsible I or the observable tence tend to be strung together in a coordinate fashion,
It t,.'rcn ', in tile output. What happens when we write typically with the word "and" appearing as a link.
.nd Oliat 'Il''s when we speak are' different things, both There is little of the fancy syntax we find in written
psv'h,,loi'i'all[ and socially, and I have been trying to language, by which some idea units are subordinated to
su- how what w,. do in the two situations leads to the and embedded within pthers. It has been hypothesized

ci! i" t! itilgs tiat we find in writin, and speaking, that speakers' attention capacities are not great enough
to allow them to engage In much elaborate syntax. The

,.ionil I% int,rat with the UNIX computer system at flow of idea units is enough to keep them occupied.
ort carioils purposes. In tile context of my Writing, on the other hand, is peculiar in that the pro-

1 .1n, cr1 II'..t difttrnc,'s between writing and speaking, I cess of writing itself occupies an inordinate amount of
,.vv, bevun to wonder whether the kind of communication we time, even though, once we get past the first grade, it
ict, o-I t,, reciving Irom computers is more like writing doesn't require a great deal of attention. Thus,
or <-ik ing. You may think that computers obviously writers have a lot of extra time and attention available
wt it.' r., is. They' send is messages that we can read off to them, and apparently they often use it to construct
ot a ilith, tav tube, or that get printed out for us on elaborate sentences. As a result, whereas the sentences
a pi,' ,t ,apvr. in that respect what computers produce of spoken language have a distinctly fragmented quality,
- .oritttli lian naigi'. But it comes at 'is in a way that is those of written language tend to be more Integrated,

vrydinlcr,-nt from thl, war written language usually does. with much more attention paid to subordinating idea
Isuall ci at, faced with a printed page on which the units within others in complex ways. This integration
writin, in all there, and has been there for a long time. vs. fragmentation dimension seems to be at the root of
Tle t'.-poral proiess b' which the writing was put there a number of the features which distinguish writing from
has ,ibsolIutl cl no relevanct ti us as we peruse the page speaking.
at ot l,isurt, The timing of or reading is in no way
,',rntroll! Iv the timing by which the words were entered The other dimension I have been interested in seems to
,,n til, eage. y c,-mputer terminal, on the other hand, result from the different relation writers and speakers
i; Itadil. ciigging awa, producing language before my have to their respective audiences. Whereas speakers
v'vs it tht rat. of 30 characters a second. inder some can interact directly with their listeners, obtaining
ireumtan . i oiild wait lintil It had produced a whole ongoing confirmation, contradiction, an

5 
feedback, wri-

betort, I higan to read. But I don't usually do ters cannot normally do so, but are constrained to pay
that. T e I1:vrl." follow the steady flow of letters as more attention to producing something that will stand on
the';. pear. list as I would eagerlv listen to the spoken its own feet when it is read by someone later on in a
solind,, -if scoven,, who was tlling me something I wanted different place. We can speak of the greater involve-

to kn. TIhi'. processing in real time seems In that re- ment of speakers, as contrasted with the greater detach-
(-I ,c- I cike spoken language. although what is being ment of writers. Many of the specific features distin-

'rod-i, i, writte. i-ticthermore, the computer system guishing speaking and writing can be lined up on this
;l,-. ! i. nindted characterist icallc, engage in quick involvement vs. detachment dimension.
" Y, I n , 'i0 i i k' cion ersat ions. whiich is not what I
am .,cl, i'tond to doing with writttn language. So I want How can a computer produce language that is maximally
t, l'gg t that when it is looked at from the point of congenial to its humans, given the familiarity we already

i,. ' th 1,1 ititomy betwen written and spoken language, have with the characteristics of spoken and written
thecr;-, language we normally deal with is neither language? W.hat kind of human language should a computer
l i t o-ct1 i . It is produced in written form, but on simulate, in order that we can process it most easily?
iiiI tier hinl it is produced in real time, and we are And to what extent is a computer able to produce such a
abl,- t, rospond and interact as we are n't able to do simulation?
with I 'rinted page.

let's play with the assumption that we human users would
R'rent work -eums to have shown that there are a number feel most at home with a computer terminal with which we
,of itairos which are characteristic of spoken language, could converse in something resembling human conversa-
ant ,I nmher o other flatures characteristic of written. tion, as close as this can be approximated by a machn
It n ; t that spoken language never contains any of the which (1) can't yet make satisfactory sounds, but has to
fit,ce'u of writtetnm'ss, or that written language never write what it says; and (2) doesn't know how to experi-
-nt.aic'- an'. of th' features of spokenness. It is only ence involvement with a human being. Let's consider
tiit ' rt.min !';uttir('; tend to be associated with one or what this machine would need to do to make its feel that
tet l h,,r ccli il, and hat tin featires b.come more we were interacting in something like the way we inter-

i,-larizt'd a' on lppro- h, the, xtremes ,f colloquial- act when we use spoken language.
n-, '-n t),, -,I i.ind. ,r of lIterarlness ,n the other.
rn b,,tw., ,n. finds varioti; mixttores of I Iterary talk Timing is one of the important factors. Instead of
and , nv,-r,at i13al writing, steadily producing letters at the rate of 30 a second,

this machine might try producing language as spoken
Il) ]1 11,'i ,t r, I'nf; why thus. dist inilishing features language is produced in real time. That would mean
,,xist. ! hav, I,.nid it ,ist'tii to attribute some of them doing it at half the speed, for one thing: 15 charac-
I,, tc t,-mpr , ,iltl,rt'nI,' httw'mn writing. and speaking, ters a second would he about normal for the way we
.lit,! s, mt. d )h,m ti' the intt'ractional ciifi'rences. assimilate spoken language, and perhaps the rate at
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which we naturally take in information But we would increase the user's comfort and comprehension. To know

not want it spitting out one letter at a time at a whether that is really true calls for further detailed

steady rate, as It does now. That has little to do research on the features which distinguish spoken from

with the way we take in language, either spoken or written language, and tests of whether the introduction

written, und-er normal circumstances. Perhaps it should of such features into computer language indeed makes a

give us one word at a time. but I think it more likely difference. Such research ought in any case to be

that we would feel most comfortable with syllables: syl- rewarding beyond the bounds of this particular appli-

lables timed to simulate the timing of syllables in nor- cation.

mal English speech. Roughly speaking, stressed syllables

would be longer and unstressed syllables shorter. A

careful study of the timing of natural speech could
introduce more sophistication here. At the end of each

idea unit -- on the average after every 6 words -- there
would be at least a brief pause, signaling the boundary

of the idea unit and allowing time for processing. At

the end of a sentence -- on the average after every 3
idea units -- the pause would be longer, and paragraph

boundaries would be signaled by longer pauses. Idea

units would be relatively fragented. Many of them would
be connected by "and," and there would be little of the

elaborate syntax one tends to find in written language.

As for involvement, the computer would need to learn

that humans are imperfect recipients of information, and
that redundancy and requests for confirmation are among

the important devices to be used frequently in communi-

cating with them. Frequent direct reference to the

addressee is another feature of involvement that the

computer could easily learn to use.

Mv terminal recently told me the following, at 30 steady

characters per second:

The "netlpr' command, when executed between

computer center machines, now sets the owner-
ship of net queue files correctly so that

"netrm" will remove them and they are listed

by the netq" command.

W'hile this is reasonably good written language, and com-

prehensible as such, I am asking whether meaningful lin-

guistic interaction in real time might not better proceed
something as follows, where you can imagine syllables

being timed as they are timed in spoken English, brief

pauses at the ends of line§6 and longer pauses where I

have double-spaced (T is the terminal and U the user):

T: Want to know about the "netlpr" command,
where you type in "netlpr"?

It: Sure.

T: You can just use it between computer center

machines,
OK?

Only if you're up here.

U: Yeah,
I know.

T: OK.

It'll show you who owns net queue files,
if you want to know that.

You can use "netrm" to get rid of them,
and you can get them listed with "netq".

That clear?

V: YeaI'.

1)ne problem with this is that the user has to type in
at his or her normal typing rate, which will inevitably
he much slower than speaking. But even so, the frag-
mentation and involvement which make this machine's out-
put more like spoken language might significantly

28
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Signalling the Interpretation of Indirect Speech Acts

Philip R. Cohen

Center for the Study of Reading
University of Illinois, &

Bolt. Beranek and lewman, Inc.
Cambridge, MoSS.

This parel wis asked to consider how various "problem reluests to pass the salt.

contexts" (e.g., cooperatively assembling a pump, or The remainder of this paper attempts to illustrate the
Srcraticallv teaching law) influence the use of language. ki:ids of prelictions made by the theory,.and the use of
As a starting point. I shall regard the problem context ariphora to support one such prediction.' Consider the

as establishing a set of expectations and assumptions following dialogue fragment (transmitted over teletype)
about the shared beliefs, goals, and social roles of in the water pump context described earlier:

tnose participants. Just how people negotiate that they
are in a (liven problem context and what they know about Expert: 1). 'Ile need a clear bent tube for the bottom

those contexts are interesting questions, but not ones I hole.''
shall addre, here. Rather, I shall outline a theory of Novice: 2). "OK, it's done.''
languane use that is sensitive to those beliefs, goals, Expert: 3). "OK, now, start pumping''
and expectations.

The theory is being applied to characterize actual The example is constructed to illustrate my point, but it
dii logues occurrinq in the familiar task-oriented sit- does not "feel" artificial. Experiments we are conductino

atilon l01 , in which an expert instruct a novice to do show analogous phenomena in telephone and teletype modes.
sometninq, in our case to assemble a toy water pump. In The theory predicts two inference paths for utterance
such circu,,ranc s, the dialogue participants can be I -- ''helpful" and 'intended''. In the former case, the

.ie...d as perfori'inq speech acts planned, primarily, to novice observes the surface-inform speech act indicated
achice goal, -et by the task. Other contexts undoubted- by a declarative utterance, and interprets it simply as
1. enp asize the instrumental uses of language (e.g.,[1J an inform act that communicates a joint need. Then, be-

nut th,'',e problem contexts will not be considered here. cause the novice is helpful, she continues to recognize
The aL,:lication of a model of speech act use to actual the plan behind the expert's utterance and attempts to
dialque stresses the need for source, of evidence to further it by performing the action of putting the spout
substantiate predictions. The purpose of this paper is over the hole. The novice, therefore, is acting on her
'r point to one such source -- speaker-reference [93. own, evaluating the reasonableness of the plan inferred

The natural candidate for a theory of instrumental use for the expert using private beliefs about the expert's
ol speech acts is an account of rational action t12) -- beliefs and intentions. Alternatively, she could infer
qhat is tvpically termed "planning'. However, contrary that the expert intended for it to be mutually believed

to the assumption of most planning systems, we are in- that he intended her to put on the tube. Thus, the novice
terested in th, planning of (usually) cooperative agents would be acting because she thinks the expert intended
who atteript to recognize and facilitate the plans of for her to do so. Lat'r, she could summarize the expert's
their partners . ,4,S.6.20]. Such helpful behavior is utterance and intentions as a request [7 . Perrault and
independent of the use of language, but is the source of Allen supply heuristic that would predict the preferred
much 7onversational coherence. inference route to be the "intended'' path since it is

A plan based theory of speech acts specifies that plan mutually believed that putting the tube on is the relev-
recognition is the basis for inferring the illocutionary ant act, and his intending that she perform pump-related
force ,I) OF a, utterance. The goal of such a theory is acts is an expected goal in this problem context. To use

to formalize the set of possible plans underlying the use Perrault and Allen's model for analyzing conversation,
of particular speech acts to achieve a given set of goals, such predictions must be validated against evidence of
In liqht of the independent motivation for plan generation the novice's interpretation of the expert's intent.

a-A r,.-q. i tion, such a formalism should treat commun- Signalling Interpretation of Intent
icative and non-communicative acts uniformly, by stating For this problem context and communication modality,
the coi'eunicative nature of an i I locutionary act as part the novice and expert shared knowledge that the expert
n' that act', definition. A reasoning system, be it will attempt to get the novice to achieve each subgoal

hutan or compo ter, would then not have to employ special of the physical task, and the novice must indicate suc-
k;oJoledqe , bout comunicative acts; it would simply at- cessful completion of those subtasks. However, not all

e,(-pt to achieve or recognize goals. communicative acts achieving the goal of indicating suc-
Th. conponents of speech act planning and recognition cessful completion provide evidence of the novice's in-

ri em, developed so far include: a formal language for terpretation of intent. For instance, the novice might
describing mental states and states of the physical and say ''I've put the bent tube on" simply to keep the expert
social morlds, operators for describing changes of state, informed of the situation. Such an informative act could
assoriations of utterance features (e.g., mood) with cer- arise if the problem context and prior conversation did
trin operators, and a set of plan construction and re- not make the salience of putting the tube on mutually
croi~tion inferences. 1llocutionary acts are defined as known. To supply evidence of the novice's interpretation
opratirs that primarily affect the mental states of of intent, her response must pragmatically presuppose

,peakers and hearers [3.8,13,173. that interpretation.
To he 'ore ,r,1 ecific, in the most fully developed at- In our example, the novice has used ''it" to refer to

t',tp -it suich d theory, Perrault and Allen [13 show how the action she has performed. It has been proposed that
-,Ian recognition can ''reason out'' a class of indirect definite and pronominal/pro-verbal reference requires

,peeh arts. Briefly, they define ''surface'' speech act mutual belief that the object in question is in focus
, 1'~r-rtor,. which depend on an utterance's mood, and op- [10,15] and satisfies the ''description'' ,I . Assuming
',rar- r. f r ii locutionary acts such as requesting. Plan that the inferring of mutually believed goals places them

ti-i ivnlves inferences of the form ''the agent in focus[15J , the shared knowledge needed to refer using

-t-nd- e to perform action X because he intended to ach- 'it'' is supplied by only one of the above interpretations
; its ffect in order to enable him to do some other -- the one summarizable as an indirect request.

, - Y". ,c:h inferences are applied to surface speech 7 Robinson CIJ has identified this problem of reference
a- . pt'-rator. (characterizint. for instance, "Is the salt to actions and has implemented a system to resolve them.
n-a .. .. I to yield illocutionary operators such as In this paper, I stress the importance of that work to

F,)r rhi,, hrief paper, I shall have to curtail discussion theories of speech act use.

,,f ti, ,Ir,,'i'''/pl~r' recolni lion literature.
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Other signals of the interpretation of intent need to 15. Robinson, A. E. The interpretation of verb prases
be identified to explain how the expert's "OK, now start indie!o$s (Technical Note 206). Menlo Park, Cal f.
pumping' conmunicates that he thinks she has inter- Stanford Research Institute, Artificial Intelligence
preted him correctly -- mutual signalling of intent Center, 1980.
and its Interpretation is central to conversational 16. Schank, R., & Abelson, R. Scripts, plans, goals,
success. and understanding. Hillsdale, N.J.: Erlbaum, 1977.

A formal theory that could capture the belief, in- 17. Schmt, FC . Understanding human action. In

tention, and focus conditions for speaker-reference is Proceedings of the conference on Theoretical Issues in
thus clearly needed to validate models of speech act use. Natural Language Processing. Cambridge, Mass., 1975.
A plan-based theory might accomodate such an analysis via II. Searle, J. R. Speech acts: An essay in the philos-
a decomposition of currently primitive surface speech 2phyoflanguage. Cambridge: Cambridge Unlversity

acts to include reference acts [2,18]. By planning ref- Presj99.
erence acts to facilitate the hearers' plans (cf. 43), 19. Shannon, B. Where-questIons. In Proceedings of the
a system could perhaps also answer questions coopera- Seventeenth Annual Meeting of the ACL, San Diego, 1979.

tively without resorting to Gricean maxims or "room PP. 73-75.
theories" [1i. 20. Wilensky, R. Understanding goal-based stories

I have given a bare bones outline of how a descrip- (Research Rep. No. 140). New Haven, Conn.: Yale Univer-
tion of speaker-reference can serve as a source of em- sity, Department of Computer Science, September 1978.
pirical support to a theory of speech acts. However,

much more research must take place to flesh out the

theoretical connections. I have also deliberately av-

oided problems of computation here, but hope the panel

will discuss these issues, especially the utility of

computational models to ethnographers of conversation.
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(..,')W th,' r!t ictur" iiii content 'f the 4.3 Even wheri only the what ainswr r is oxti' cted, often
at ~A~,., - o l'ih",! what i'n be teln'd alout) the prseitat :-111 J thf, answer has to, he i-oomparied by
to " PV[.'t t. '. ScrWMe ' sujipe r't rvt' inflrirnit i, 1, To rII'.' th( reBSpCns - use-

fur 1 t ra J' l. F r example, along with the student
(lii..- a " f.: r. "'T I ' . ram e, h/he' depar'nesnt or whether ire/she is a graduate

or undergr ,,Jb,te .tud-ent would ha"v, Vc be stated. If
1- __- ''' telephone iJmrdr'of students re requested thn i.ong

with the- tidep,no numbd3ers, the corresponding rnes of
t.i 1> 'r, '7. ".te~ir tor, t ,5 e .t'eudazes (ttilre students will ha' tro, be provided.
Ire "5' , '. ,,'0 ''; t'.' ''t.q'Ln [ 'i t ) ta ? a, series of

I ' b'~/,,t'e~ o;. By '1i . ~ 1r !ejfl, .rid icf
'1 t' rsr*r~ th'- :orer';uest-11

'- e ', t" ; '.,'2 u' IIt at :2'rl t 'd ti , -'d goals are tinn sie'i it r e
' i-t'',. i 'Cxt I' . i~'t, . 'ir"'., tirle infoTwtiotr system's f;siwledgc' ii th user (i.e., a .,er tise.).

-,1"t the ise. ) is essentia-1 for tracking the "topic" It is impxrtant to, assume that rt oriy the systeri has
,rl.i ts-'b': e'eraring, thi "),(s. " it, the current tre knowledge of the user but that th useir assumes

I hi is e cial ly impel tdnt for deterriing that the vsteir has Uris knowledge. This is very
l.,w t. pie-tv the art'wer as well as how t provide necessary to generate appropriate cooperative responses
dpp priate responses, when user's misconceptions adr and their reing correctly understood as such by the
Jdee tel. user. In ordinar y conver'sat ions this type of fl'owledge

could leaf to ar infinite regxess and hence, the need
pe A. :Id B inter'cti'ns perhaps itvolve a much m)re t, requ:re the slared knwledge t,, be 'rmutual krowagel

- 'Vi tot' 1 jial 'are where the I;tructure has its scope hiowever, in the cun-Trnt data bsp systems Culi evenr i-.
aer' much ,i;i',. stretches of discourse as compared to the expert-apprent ice and 'utor-student interactions)

Stss.oaos-;in a' the type C interactions, which appear i am not aware of situations that trolly lead tr, some of
I" '-r' -sot.the. we) I isrirwrr pro)blems afrrrIt :TP1ital lorowl1edge,'

. -" r'-e 0)1 intera.'titt involved certainly affects '.2 As regards te knowledge of tie data base itsel:

'I e c::.'vt t ir' i vtyle; h( wever, little is Iniown (beth struitire a d content), the system, of course,
" ral stvl] in itteractive rran/ttrirre has this knowledge. However, it is rct ne-essarv

"irr ril' i. folkl~or? has it trat users adapt very trat the user h-c this knowledge. In. tact very ofteri
.e"ysrem's 'apabil ities. It might be the user's view of the data base will be different
nr is or ituati)n T: that if a persor fror, the s'ster.'s view. For large 3aie cmplex data

i f'reigner. It has been claimed that bases this is tir- likely to be the case. 'he syster.
:,i-v,'e; t ar:in to foreigners deliberately change their has to Is riLe t, lisceri the user's view and present

.vers ivura_ style
3 

(for example, slowing down their she arlswe':, 3, epitg in mird the -iser's view, while
;,eech, .sirig single words. repeating certain words, insuring that his/her view is consistent with 'he

frar svc-asi, nally adopting some of the foreigner's svstem's .view.
. ray be that users treat the computer

in-'. e.xper
t 

with respect to the knowledge of 5. 3 Whet the system recognizes some disparity between
. ackitg in some corrmunicative skills, its view and the user's view, it has to provide appro-

- -al ire talking to a oreigner. priate c' rrective responses. Users' misconceptions
could he either extensional (i.e., about the content

!,! 3 i- misleading to treat man/machine interact- )f the data base) or intensional (i.e. , about the
u .. V7s (hoefully better and better) structure of the Iata base)4. Note that ihe ex-

iI it< x huran conversational interactions. tensi'snraI/intensional distinction is from the point
;': . -ithi'ticated these syistems become, they of view f tihe svstem. The user may not have made

., -r*.h least ltac the fice to face interac- the dist-noctin'r it that way. Some simple examples of
"r, that there are certain aspects of corrective, resv;nses are as follows. A user's ques-

::.- :',:,)ns that art' peculiar to this rodality tion: 'fu took CS 591 in Fall 1979? presumes that
, ', rrtmain so. We seem to know so little (IS 591 was offered in Fall 1979. If this was not

I: It t: : rets. These remarks, perhaps, belong the case then a response None by the system would be
-h 'h"h.-.')n :a'i .iaal rontey, than 'o misleadirig; rather the response should be that CIS 591

"'ott~'j',monext, was not ':.ffered in Fall 1979. This is an instance of
an extent i',roil failure. An example of intensional

• 31!ctation aol tmnctions: failure i, as follows. A user's question: How many
under aduates taught courses in Fall 1979? presumes

trititn seeking :'teractitti, usually, Trung other things) that undergraduates do teach
tthe ser'- questions is to have courses. This is an intensional presumption. If it

:ft ih' t that. the user cormes to know is false then once again an answer None would be mis-
raov'-,em le.'lIh,, i s asking for. Thus in asking the leading; rather the response should' - that under-

. .. ' . : ' jitered in -1S 591? the user is in- graduates are not permitted to teach courses, faculty
' it . -who '-; rogitered in CIS 591. The memhers leach courses, and graduate students teach

', , " rrot interested in how the system got courses. The exact nature of this response depends
"h, 1.:.- in the type A anl b interactions the on the structure of the data base.

v. I', a }e t n from the user (apprentice
t ' 'ilhcr fi. the same as before or it can 6. Complexity of the domain:

',- '. [r, vi'e Crce .- f making the system show the
wr ,w-i -ibtrine lv the sy'tM. 6.1 In each type of interaction the complexity of the

interact ion depends both on the nature of the interac-
a' ;'si',, 11 tyugh, priuturily the tion (i.e., function) as well as the domain. In many

: it ,,- it. ;wet is ind not in how ways the complexity of the interaction ultimately seems
S i, '"he iroe a wys to iepend rn the complexity of tho domain. If the

'',, , v the Unswer asc'onti- task itself is not very complex (for example, boiling
'i l. ''" wt a w 1 vi tin"!, h, '.e'<es.; piths' wter for tea instead of assembling a pump) the task

" !. . ., a ai, . ,riente,] expert -apprentice interaction cannot be very

complex. (O)n the other hand data base interaction
which .1,,enr t, be simple at first sight become in-
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\)na olycodex when wu- begin to -,-onsider Mi dyna-
rc ILta bases (i~,they c~in he urxiated) and the
associated problems of snnItor-ing events (ii) data
Nises with mrultiple views ot data, (iii) questions
whos, e answer-s tvsquire the system to mako fairly deep
inferences and in)volve computations on the data base
i.e. , the answexrsj arN2 not obtained by d straightfor-'AarI
ci'e-riVal p;nx, ess, et

WnTES:

1. As int the LIIPlS system described by G~enevieve
Berry-P njihe.

2. As ti Kathy McKeownm's current work on generating
descriptions and explanations abo~ut data base
structure.

3. Fit exaLmple, by R. Ranmurti inr her, talk on
'Strategies involved in talking to a foreigner'
at the Penn Linguistics Forum 1980 (published in
Penn Reciew of Linguistics, Vol. 4, 1980).

i. Many o my coumerts about supp-rtive inforiration
and corrective responses; when misconceptions about
the content and the structure of the data base
are detected are based on the wonrk of Jerry
Kaplan nd Eric Mays.
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ON THE INDEPENDENCE OF DISCOURSE STRUCTURE

AND SEMAN'IC DOMAIN

Charlotte Linde* .A. (;oguen *

I. THE SrAt'S OF DISCOURSE STRUCIURE 2.1 SPATIAL DESCRIPTIONS AS TOURS

Iraditionally, linguistics has been concerned with units In an investigation of the description of spatial
it the level of the sentence or below, hut recently, a networks, speakers were asked to describe the layout of

hody oi research has emerged which demonstrates the their apartment . The vast majority of speakers used a
existence and organization of linguistic" units larger .tour strategy," which takes the hearer on an imaginary
than the sentence. Chafe, 1974; Goguen, Linde, and tour of the apartment, building up the description of
Weiner, to appear; Crosz, 1977; Halliday and Hasan, 1976; the layout by successive mention of each room and its
Laboy, 1972; Linde, 1974, 1979, 1980a,1980b; Linde and position. This tour forms a tree composed of the entry
(..guen, 1978; Linde and Labor, 1975; Polanyi, 1978; to the apartment as root with the rooms and their
Weiner, 1979.) Each such study raises a question about locations as nodes, and with an associated pointer
whether the structure discovered is a property of the indicating the current focus of attention, expressed by

organization of language or whether it is entirely a unstressed you.
property of the semantic domain. That is, are we discov-

eringgeneral facts about the structure of language at a It might be argued that the tree structure of these
level beyond the sentence, or are we discovering descriptions is a consequence of the structure of
particular facts about apartment layouts, water pump apartments rather than of the structure of discourse.
repair, Watergate politics, etc? Such a crude question However, there are apartments which are not tree
does not arise with regard to sentences. Although much structured, because some rooms have more than one
of the last twenty years of research in sentential entrance, thus allowing multiple routes to the same
syntax and semantics has been devoted to the investigat- point; but in their descriptions, speakers traverse only
ion of the degree to which syntactic structure can be one route; that is, loops in the apartment are always
described independently of semantics, to our knowledge, cut in the descriptions.' Thus, although some of the
no one hs attempted to argue that all observable tree structure may be attributable to the physical
regularities of sentential structure are attributable to structure being described, some of it is a consequence
the structure of the real world plus general cognitive of the ease of expressing tree structures in language,

abilities. Yet this claim is often made about regular- and the difficulty of expressing graph structures.
ities of linguistic structure at the discourse level.
In order to demonstrate that at least some of the The tree structure of apartment descriptions is construc-
mt, -,ure found at the discourse level is independent ted using only addition transformations, and pointer
of the structure of the semantic domain, we may show movement transformations (called "pops" in Linde and
that there are discourse regularities across semantic Goguen (1978)) which bring the focus of attention back
domains. As primary data, we will use apartment layout from a branch which has been traversed to the point of
description, small group planning, and explanation, branching. The construction of the tree is entirely
These have all been found to be discourse units, that depth first.
is, hounded linguistic units one level higher than the
sentential level, and have all been described within 2.2 SPATIAL DESCRIPTIONS AS MAPS
the same formal theory. It shoold be noted that we do
not claim that the structures found in these discourse In describing apartment layouts, there is a minority
units is entirely independent of structure of the strategy, used by 4% of the speakers (3 out of 72 cases
semantl c domain, hecaiase of course the structure of the of the data of Linde (1974)) describing the layout in
domain has some effect, the form of a map. The speaker first describes the

outside shape, then sketches the internal spatial
2. TREE TRANSFORMATIONS IN DISCOURSE PRODUCTION divisions, and finally labels each internal division.

This strategy can also be described as a tree
the discourse units mentioned above have all been found construction, in this case, a breadth first traversal

to be tree structured. This is a claim that any such with the root being the outside shape, the internal
!iscourse can be divided into parts such that there divisions the next layer of nodes, and the names of
.ire significant relations of dominance among these parts. these divisions the terminal nodes. Because there are
These trees can be viewed as being :constructed by a so few example, it is not possible to give a detailed
sequence of transformations on an initial empty tree, description of the rules for construction.
with each transformation corresponding to an utterance
by participants, which may add, delete, or move nodes 2.3 PLANNING
of the tree. The sequence of transformations encodes
the construction of the discourse as it actually We have argued that the structure of apartment layout
proceeds in time. descriptions is not entirely due to the structure cf the

semantic domain; however, a question remains as to
We now turn to a discussion of the discourse units whether it is the restriction to a limited domain which
which have been analysed according to this model, permits precise description. To investigate this, let

us consider the Watergate transcripts, which offer a
spectacularly unrestricted semantic domain, specifically

'StrictorI Semanti s, 1.o. Box 707, Palo Alto, those portions in which the president and his advisors
California 94312. engage in the activity of planning. (Linde and Goguen,

1978). Planning sessions form a discourse unit with
+ SRI International, 333 Ravenawood Ave., Menlo Park,

California 94025.

I In more mathematical language, the linear sequence of
rooms is the depth first traversal of a minimal spanning

tree of the apartment graph.
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discernable boundaries and a very precisely describable give rise to questions such as how various physical layout*

internal structure. Although we can not furnish any are turned into trees, how trees are traversed, the social
detailed description of the semantic domain, we can be consequences of particular transformations, the apparent
extremely precise about the social activity of plan psychological ease or difficulty of various transformations,
construction, the relation of discourse structure to syntactic structure,

etc. (see Linde and Goguen, 1978) By contrast, an

Because the cases we have examined involve planning by a unfruitful analysis will give rise to few or no interesting

small group, the tree is not constructed exclusively by research questions, and will not permit the analyst to
addition, as are the types discussed above. Deletion, investigate questions about the discourse unit which he or

substitution, and movement also occur, as a plan is she has reason to believe are interesting.
criticised and altered by all members of the group.

4. GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF DISCOURSE STRUCTURE
2.4 EXPLANATION

Given that these postulated structures are useful models
A discourse unit similar to planning is explanation. of what speakers do, we may ask how it is that speakers
(Weiner, 1979; Goguen, Linde and Weiner to appear.) (By produce texts with these structures. It is known that

explanation we here include only the discourse unit of children must learn to produce well-formed narratives.
the form described below; we exclude discourse units It might be hypothesized that each discourse unit must

such as narratives or question-response pairs which may be separately learned, and that each has its own unrelated
socially serve the function of explanation.) Informally, set of rules. However, there is evidence that there are
explanation is that discourse unit which consists of a very general rules for discourse construction, which hold
proposition to be demonstrated, and a structure of across discourse units, and which can be used to coastruct
reasons, often multiply embedded reasons, which support novel discourse units. The test case for such a
it. The data of this study are accounts given of the hynothesis is the production of a discourse unit which
choice to use the long or short income tax form, is not a part of speakers' ordinary repetoire, but

explanations of career choices, and material from the rather, is made up for the occasion of the experiment.
Watergate transcripts in which an evaluation is given Such an experiment was performed by asking people to
of how likely a plan is to succeed, with complex describe the process of getting themselves and theIr
reasons for this evaluation, husbands and children off to work in the morning. (Linde,

in preparation) These "morning routines" are typically
Like apartment descriptions and small group plan- well-structured and regular; everyone appears to do
ning, explanation can be described as the transforma- them the same way. We know that the speakers had never
tional construction of a tree structure. Since in the produced such discourses before, since we never in
casesexamined, a single person builds the explanation, ordinary discourse hear such extended discussions of
there are no reconstructive transformations such as the details of daily life. (Even bores have their
deletion or movement of subtrees; the transformations limits.) Therefore, the regularities must be the
found are addition and pointer movement. Pointer product of the intersection of a particular real world

movement is particularly complex in this discourse unit domain, in this case, multiple parallel activities, with
since explanation permits embedded alternate worlds, very general rules for discourse construction.

2

which require multiple pointers to be maintained.
Explanation structure appears to be the same in the 4.1 META-RULES OF DISCOURSE STRUCTURE

three different semantic domains, suggesting that the
discourse structure is due to genral rules plus a We are by no means ready to offer a single general
particular social context, rather than being due to the theory of discourse structure; that must wait until
structure of the semantic domain, a sufficiently large number of discourse types has been

investigated in detail. However, the following rules
3. CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING DISCOURSE STRUCTURES have been observed in two or more discourse units, and

it is rules of this type that we would like to investi-
The criticism might be made of these tree structures gate in other discourse units.
that an analyst can impose a tree structure on any
discourse, without any proof that it is related to 1. The most frequent subordinator for a given
what the speaker himself was doing. We would claim that discourse unit will have the most minimal
although we have, of course, no direct access to the marking in the text, most frequently being
cognitive processes of speakers, there are two related marked with lexical and. Moreover, it will not
criteria for evaluating a proposed discourse structure, be necessary to establish this node before

beginning the first branch, but only when the
3.1 TEXT MARKING return to the branch point is effected.

One criterion for judging the relative naturalness of a 2. All other node types which subordinate two or
particular analysis is the degree to which the text more branches, such as exclusive or or
being analysed contains markers of the structure being conditional, must be indicated by markers in
postulated. Thus, we have some confidence that the the text before the first branch is begun.
speaker himself is proceeding in terms of a branching
structure when we find markers like "Now as you're 3. Depth-first traversal is the most usual strategy.
coming into the front of the apartment, if you go
straight rather than go right or left, you come into a 4. Pop markers are available to indicate return to
large living room area," or "On the one hand, we could a branch point or higher node; it is never

try ... " The opposite case would be a text in which necessary to recapitulate in reverse the entire
the divisions postulated by an analyst on the basis of traversal of a branch.
some a priori theory had no semantic or syntactic
marking in the text.

2 This is interesting for the light which it sheds on
3.2 FRUITFULNESS OF THE ANALYSIS natural structures for the description of concurrent

activities.
A second criterion is whether some postulated

structure is fruitful in generating further suggestions
for how to explore the text. Thus, the tree analyses of

apartment layout descriptions, planning, and explanation,
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k C :S-1)N-S Weiner, J. BLAN: A System Which Explains its Reasoning,

to appear in Artificial Intelligence.
Pi,- reason t or being Interested in regularities of
itscourso structure. particularly regularities which hold

aIcrolss a number or discotirse types, is that they suggest
Universals of what Is often called "mind," and, more
rdactiallv, thev also suggest features which might be
patot systems for language understanding and production.

indeed Weiner (to appear) has constructed a system for the

productijn ot explanations of 11.S. Income tax law based
oIn the transformational theory of explanation discussed
in section 2.4. There is, moreover, the possibility of
designing meta-systems, which might be programmed to
handle a variety of discourse types.
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The Parameters of Conversational Style

Deborah Tannen
Georgetown University

There are several dimensions along which verbalization pressive intentions. One more example will be presented,

responds to context, resulting in individual and social based on spontaneous conversation taped during Thanks-

differences in conversational style. Style, as I use giving dinner, among native speakers of English from

the tems, is not soiething extra added on, like decora- different ethnic and geographic backgrounds.

tion. Anything that is said must be said in some way;
:o-occurrence expectations of that "way" constitute In responding to stories and comments told by speakers

style. The dimensions of style I will discuss are: from Los Angeles of Anglican/Irish background, speakers

I. Flxity vs. novelty of New York Jewish background often uttered paralinguis-

2. Cohesivev ass vs. expressiveness tically gross sounds and phrases ("WHAT!?" "How INTer-

3. Focus nn content vs. interpersonal involvement. esting!" "You're KIDding!" "Ewwwwww!"). In this con-
text, these "exaggerated" responses had the effect of

Fixity vs. novelty stopping conversational flow, In contrast, when similar

Any utterance or sequence must be identified (rightly or responses were uttered while listening to stories and

wrongly, in terms of interlocutor's intentions) with a coments by speakers of similar background, they had the
recognizable frame, as it conforms more or less to a effect of greasing the conversational wheels, encourag-

familiar pattern. Every utterance and interaction is ing conversation. Based on the rhythm and content of

formulaic, or conventionalized, to some degree. There the speakers' talk, as well as their discussion during

is a continuum of formulaicness from utterly fixed playback (i.e. listening to the tape afterwards), I

strings of words (situational formulas: "Happy birth- could hypothesize that for the New Yorkers such "ex-

day," "Welcome home," "Gezundheit") and strings of pressive" responses are considered business as usual; an

events (rituals), to new ideas and acts put together in enthusiasm constraint is operating, whereby a certain

a new way. Of course, the latter does not exist except amount of expressiveness is expected to show interest.

as an idealization Even the most novel utterance is to It is a cohesive device, a conventionally accepted way

some extent formulaic, as it must use familiar words of having conversation. In contrast, such responses

(witnes, the absurdity of Humpty Dumpty's assertion that were unexpected to the Californians and therefore were

when he uses a word it means whatever he wants it to taken by them to signal, "Hold it! There's something

mean, and notice that he chooses to exercise this li- wrong here. Consequently, they stopped and waited to

cerise with only one word); syntax (again Lewis Carroll find out what was wrong. Of course such differences

is instructive: the "comprehensibility" of Jabberwocky); have interesting implications for the ongoing interac-

intonation; coherence principles (cf Alton Becker); and tion, but what is at issue here is the contrast between

content (Mills' "vocabularies of motives," e.g.). All the cohesive and expressive use of the feature.

these are limited by social convention. Familiarity
with the patterns is necessary for the signalling of Focus on content vs. interpersonal involvement

meaning both as prescribed and agreed upon, and as cued Any utterance is at the same time a statement of content

by departure from the pattern (cf Hymes). (Bateson's 'message') and a statement about the rela-
tionship between interlocutors ('metamessage'). In

For example, a situational formula is a handy way to other words, there is what I am saying, but also what it

,ignal familiar fieaning, but if the formula is not known means that I am saying this in this way to this person

the meaning may be lost entirely, as when a Greek says at this time. In interaction, talk can recognize, more

to an American cook, "Health to your hands." If mean- or less explicitly and more or less emphioically (these

ing is not "':tirel' lost, at least a level of resonance are different), the involvement between interlocutors.

is lost, whe reference is implicit to a fixed pattern It has been suggested that the notion that meaning can

which is unfamiliar to the interlocutor. For example, stand alone, that only content is going on, is associa-

wnen living in Greece and discussing the merits of buy- ted with literacy, with printed text. But certainly

ing an icebox with a Greek friend, I asked, "Doesn't the relative focus on content or on interpersonal involve-

iceman cometh?"' After giggling alone in the face of his ment can be found in either written or spoken form. I

puzzled look, I ended up feeling I hadn't communicated suspect, for example, that one of the reasons many people

at all. Indeed I hadn't, find interaction at scholarly conferences difficult and
stressful is the conventional recognition of only the

Conesivene; vs. e~pressiveness content level, whereas in fact there is a lot of involve-

This is the basic linguistic concept of markedness and ment among people and between the people and the content.

is in a sense another facet of the above distinction. Whereas the asking of a question following a paper is

What is prescribed by the pattern for a given context, conventionally a matter of exchange of information, in

and what is furnished by the speaker for this instance? fact it is also a matter of presentation of self, as

To what extent is language being used to signal "busi- Goffman has demonstrated for all forms of behavior.

ness as usual," as opposed to signalling, "Hey, look at
this!" This distinction shows up on every level of A reverse phenomenon has been articulated by Gail Drey-

verbalization too: lexical choice, pitch and amplitude, fuss. The reason many people feel uncomfortable, if not

prosody, content, genre, and so on. For example, if scornful, about encounter group talk and "psychobabble"

someone uses an expletive, is this a sign of intense is that it makes explicit information about relation-

anger or is it her/his usual way of talking? If they ships which pcople are used to signalling on the meta

reveal a personal experience or feeling, is that evi- level.

dence that you are a special friend, or do they talk
that way to everybody? Is overlap a way of trying to Relative focus on content gives rise to what Kay (1977)

take the floor away from you or is it their way of calls "autonomous" language, wherein maximal meaning is

showing interest in what you're saying? Of course, ways encoded lexically, as opposed to signalling it through

of signalling special meaning -- expressiveness -- are use of paralinguistic and nonlinguistic channels, and
also prescribnd by cultural convention, as the work of wherein maximal background information is furnished, as

John anrperz shows. The need to distinguish between opposed to assuming it is already known as a consequence
individual and social differences is thus intertwined of shared experience. Of course this is an idealization
with the ned to distinguish between cohesive and ex- as well, as no meaning at all could be communicated if
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there were no common experience, as Fillmore (1979) the distinction between individual and cultural differ-
amply denonstrates. It is cruciAl, then, to know the ences. We need to know, for the understanding of our
operative conventions. As much of my own early work own lives as much as for our theoretica. understanding
shows, a hint (i.e. indirect communication) can be miss- of discourse, how much of any speaker's style -- the
ed if a listener is unaware that the speaker defines the linguistic and paralinguistic devices signalling meaning
context a one in which hints are appropriate. What is -- are prescribed by the culture, and which are chosen
intended as relatively direct communication can be ta- freely. The answer to this seems to resemble, one level
ken to mean f r more, or simply other, than what is further removed, the distinction between cohesive vs.
meant if the listener is unaware that the speaker de- expressive features. The answer, furthermore, must lie
fines the context as one in which hints are inappropri- somewhere between fixity and novelty -- a matter of
ate. A common example seems to be communication between choices among alternatives offered by cultural convention.
intimates in which one partner, typically the female,
a,suies, "We know each other so well that you will know References
what I mean without my saying it outright; all I need do Basso, K. 1972. To give up on words: Silence in Western
is hint"; while the other partner, typically the male, Apache culture, in P.P. Giglioli, ed., Language in
assumes, "We know each other so well that you will tell social context. Penguin.
me what you want." Brown, P. & S. Levinson. 1978. Universals in language

usage: Politeness phenomena, in E. Goody, ed., Ques-
Furthermore, there are various ways of honoring inter- tions and politeness. Cambridge.
personal involvement, as service of two overriding hu- Fillmore, C. 1979. Innocence: A second idealization for
man goals. These have been called, by Brown and Levin- linguistics. Proceedings of the fifth annual meeting
son (1978), positive and negative politeness, building of the Berkeley Linguistics Society.
on R. Lakoff's stylistic continuum from camaraderie to Goffman, E. 1967. Interaction ritual. Doubleday.
distance (1973) and Goffman's presentational and avoid- Kay, P. 1977. Language evolution and speech style, in B.
ance rituals (1967). These and other schemata recog- Blount & 11. Sanches, eds., Sociocultural dimensions of
nize the universal human needs to 1) be connected to language change. NY: Academic.
other people and 2) be left alone. Put another way, Lakoff, R. 1973. The logic of politeness, or minding
there are universal, simultaneous, and conflicting hu- your p's and q's. Papers from the ninth regional
man needs for community and independence, meeting of the Chicago Linguistics Society.

Scollon, R. 1980. The machine stops: Silence in the
Linguistic choices reflect service of one or the other metaphor of malfunction. Paper prepared for the Amer-
of these needs in various ways. The paralinguistically ican Anthropological Association annual meeting.
gross listener responses mentioned above are features in
an array of devices which I have hypothesized place the
signalling load (Gumperz' term) on the need for commu-
nity. Other features co-occurring in the speech of many
speakers of this style include fast rate of speech; fast
turn-taking; preference for simultaneous speech; ten-
dency to introduce new topics without testing the con-
versational waters through hesitation and other signals;
persistence in introducing topics not picked up by oth-
ers; storytelling; preference for stories told about
personal experience and revealing emotional reaction of
teller; talk about personal matters; overstatement for
effect. (All of these features surfaced in the setting
of a casual conversation at dinner; it would be pre-
mature to generalize for other settings). These and
other features of the speech of the New Yorkers some-
times struck the Californians present as imposing, hence
failing to honor their need for independence. The use
of contrasting devices by the Californians led to the
impression on some of the New Yorkers that they were
deficient in honoring the need for community. Of course
the underlying goals were not conceptualized by partici-
pants at the time. What was perceived was sensed as
personality characteristics: "They're dominating," and
"They're cold." Conversely, when style was shared, the
conclusion was, "They're nice."

Perhaps many of these stylistic differences come down to
differing attitudes toward silence. I suggest that the
fast-talking style I have characterized above grows out
of a desire to avoid silence, which has a negative value.
Put another way, the unmarked meaning of silence, in
this system, is evidence of lack of rapport. To other
speakers -- for example, Athabaskan Indians, according
to Basso (1972) and Scollon (1980) -- the unmarked mean-
ing of silence is positive.

Individual and social differences
ANTFl 6these parameters are intended to suggest pro-
cesses that operate in signalling meaning in conversa-
tion. Analysis of cross-cultural differences is useful
to make apparent processes that go unnoticed when sig-
nalling systems are shared.

An obvious question, one that has been indirectly
addressed throughout the present discussion, confronts
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Intractive Discourse: Influence of the Social Context

Panel Chair's Introduction

Jerry R. Hobbs
SRI International

, l .... : 1ngagq nt,-rta c, can perhaps be taining one's role, e.g. as a competent, cooperative
4- ',1,,.r I;II ed by ima,lininq the ideal natural participant (cf. [8J; [91; [l for the role of speech

it.-.tori e.. tutor,'. What features (or ever style; 141 for defense of competence). In addition to
j.s.L ",) s2;uld j ,h a system have in order the system having a model of the user, the user will

.m, ,,. ij ,t o! .ur w,,ik environments? have a model of the system, determined by the nature of
' .i al-i iw v, s ir> ,If these features might be his interaction with it. The system should thus be

- r J , r-ar h , in "simple service systems" tailored to convey an accurate image of what the system
' - i- a,. ku broker down into the following can do. For example, superficial politeness or fluency

, -! ("Good morning, Jerry. What can I do for you today?")
is more likely to mislead the user about the system's

" it i I. .i an t f atures of the environment capabilities than to ease the interaction. What the
t., - P., wil reside? The system will be one system does, via lexical choice, indirect speech acts,

jar- -'pan-i an intricate information network, depend- polite forms, etc., to maintain its role in the inter-
1 17LI'A", i, 'infuuced shared cornlex of knowl- action should arise out of a coherent view of what the
........~... ... . ;irteqral part of this environment, role is. The linguistic competence of the system is an
he ,','m mi'. nos some of the shared knowledge and important element of the image it conveys to the user

,l- mu! ttlLfp.,te in its reinforcement, e.g. via r2z.
io I ." -,

3. When we move from face-to-face conversations to
.. invt. a'jqin -)t i , r son-person communication should dialogs over computer terminals, the communication is

Isw,! t p erson-syVtm communication ought to be purely verbal. The work done non-verbally now has to be
like. ac,-li-face conversatio. is extraordinarily rich realized verbally. How are the realizations of the
in th irfrmat Lon that is (- nveyed by various means, above functions altered over the change of channels
such ,As gesture, body position, gaze direction [4], 18]. [6]? We know, for example, that there are more utter-
n jdditi i to conveying propositional content or infor- ances showing solidarity and asking for opinions,

mat in, what are the principal functions that moves in because this is work done non-verbally face-to-face [3'.
conversation perform? Some things that occur face-to-face (e.g. tension

release, jokes) seem to be expendable over computer
a. Crganizition of the interaction, regulation of turns terminals, where each utterance costs the speaker more.
-; II '. In the natural language dialog systems of The messages take longer to produce, are less transi-

today, each turn consists of a sentence or less. In ex- tory, and can be absorbed more carefully, so there is
periments ion - at SRI on instruction dialogs between less asking for orientation, elaboration, and correction
people over computer terminals, the instructor's turns 131. What devices are likely to be borrowed from
usually involve long texts. It was discovered that the related but more familiar communication frames [11?
student needs a way of interrupting. That is, some sort Possible frames are letters or telephone conversations.
of turn-taking mechanisms are required. What can we
learn from the turn-taking mechanisms people use? 4. Should and how can these functions be incorporated

into the ideal natural language systems of the far
b. Orientat on of the participants toward each other, future and the simple service systems of the near
inclidmirq r-eqgnition 61, expressions of solidarity and future [21, r8]?
indications f agreement and disagreement [31, meta-
,mments (,on tie direct-ion of the convrsation 181 or the REFERENCES

reasons ft:o ,.errain utterances (1 91 on discourse expla-
nat ions) 1. Carey, J. Interactive television: A frame analysis.

From M. Moss (ed.), Two-Way Cable Television: An
Main'enanict. of the channel of communication, implic- Evaluation of Community Uses in Reading, Pennsylvania.

it ackniwledqm"nt or verification of information con- Final report to the National Science Foundation. 1978.
vyed 2 . P,-osery from mistake s a nd breakdowns in
commlan~caticn 8,, e.g. via flexibility in parsing and 2. Hayes, P. and R. Reddy. An anatomy of graceful
iteriretation 221; via explicit indications of in- interaction in spoken and written man-machine communica-
-omirephns,n ;2) and repairs W5. In natural language tion. Computer Science Department, Carnegie-Mellon
syitets )f today, when the user makes a mistake and the University. 1979.
system fails ti interpret the input, the user must usu-
ally begin oyu again. The system cannot use whatever 3. Hiltz, S. R., K. Johnson, C. Aronovitch, and M.
it did get from the mistake to aid in the interpretation Turoff. Face to face vs. computerized conferences:
of the r,.pair. People are more efficient. What are the A controlled experiment. Draft final report for grant
principal means of repair that people use, and how can with Division of Mathematical and Computer Sciences,
they be carried over to natural language systems? National Science Foundation. 1980.

d. Building and reinforcing the mutual knowledge base, 4. Hobbs, J. and D. Evans. Conversation as planned
i.e. th, knowl-de the participants share and know they behavior. Technical Note 203. SRI International. 1979.
share, etc. I., . Linking new or out-of-the-ordinary
informal inn r, snared knowledge via explanations (9], 5. Sacks, H., E. Schegloff and G. Jefferson. A simplest
2" systematics for the organization of turn-taking for

conversation. Language, Vol. 50, no. 2, 696-735. 1974.
e. Inferring th ,rs' goals, knowledge, abilities, focus
,f attention Hi, 21, 141. The system should have a 6. Schegloff, E., G. Jefferson and H. Sacks. The

* iel ,f th'. er and of the cormunication situation preference for self-correction in the organization of

repair in conversation. Language, vol. 53, no. 2,
361-382. 1977.

f. r*mmniriti'ii ono's own goals, knowledge, abilities,
fo,,s 'if [R'r1.io, dl, !21. Establishing and main- 7. Schegloff, F. Identification and recognition in
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telephone conversation openings. In G. Psathas (ed.),
Everyday Languaye: Studies in Ethnomethodology. 23-78.

8. Thomas, J. A design-interpretation analysis of
natural English with applications to man-computer inter-
action. International Journal of Man-Machine Studies,
Vol. 10, 651-668. 1978.

9. Wynn, E. Office conversation as an information
medium. Ph.D. Thesis, Department of Anthropology,
University of California, Berkeley. 1979.
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'AHALANGUAi;E IN COMPUTFR MEDIATED COMMUNICATION

John Carey
Alternate Media Center

New York University

rhis pAper r',ri.a oji some of the componentsi of person simple message sending (electronic mail), task related
i, per-on -'nmuni.ition med ited by computer ¢onferene- conferencing, and fun (e.g. jokes and conferences on
ing systems. Trainnripts from two systems were popular topics). Bills for usage were paid by the
inalvsed: the Flectronie Information and Exchange organizations involved, not the individuals themselves.
System (EIES), based at the New Jersev institute of These elements within the frame may affect the style of
'e~hnol-,v; aud Planet, based at Intomedia Inc. in interaction.

Palo Alto, California. The research focused upon
tie ways in which expressive communiCation is encoded One concern in frame analysis is to understand differen-
hy users of the mediuml. ces in a situation which make a difference. Clearly,

there is a need to investigate conditions not included
in this study in order to gain a broader understanding

I. INTRODICTIN of paralinguistic usage. Among the conditions which
might make a difference are: the presence of a secretary

:he term paralamuguage is used broadly in this report. in the flow of information; usage based upon narrow
It in, ludes thns , vocal features outlined by Trager task communications only; and situations where there is
,19b.) as well as the prosodic system of Crystal (1969). a direct cost to the user.
Both are ou,-rned with the investigation of linguistic
phenomena which genirally fall outside the boundaries
of phonology, morphology and lexical analysis. These 3. FEATURES
phenomena Are the voice qualities and tones which
'ommkini ,te expiessive feelings, indicate the age. The following elements have been isolated within the
health aid icx ,f a rpeaker, modify the meanings of transcripts and given a preliminary designation as
words, and help to regulate interaction between speak- paralinguistic features.
ers.

3.1. VOCAL SPELLING
'mrail,mi.,tiage be,omes an issue in print communication
when individuals attempt to transcribe (and analyse) These features include non standard spellings of words
an oral presentation, or write a script which is to be which bring attention to sound qualities. The spelling
delivered or., lIv. In addition, paralinguistic analysis may serve to mark a regional accent or an idiosyncratic
,cn b- direcictd towards forms of print which mimic or manner of speech. Often, the misspelling involves
lontain elements of oral communication. These include repetition of a vowel (drawl) or a final consonant
omic strips, novels, graffitti, and computer confer- (released or held consonant, with final stress). In
.n 'ing (sii Crystal and Davy 1969). addition, there are many examples of non standard con-

tractions. A single contraction in a message appears
rh,, research reported here is not concerned with a to bring attention (stress) to the word. A series of
d irect comparison between face-to-face and computer contractions in a single message appears to serve as a
mediated communication. Such a comparison is useful, tempo marker, indicating a quick pace in composing the
-.g. it can help us to understand how one form borrows message.
olements from the other (see section 5.), or aid in
the selection of the medium which is more appropriate /biznis/
for a given task. However, the intent here is simpler:
to isolate some of the paralinguistic features which /weeeeell/
Are present in computer mediated communication and to
begin to map the patterning of those features. /breakkk/

/y'a11/

2. THE FRAME

/Miami Dade Cmty Coll Life Lab Pgm/
:,)mputer oint,.rencing may be described as a frame of
4,ciI activitv in Goffman's terms (1974). The computer
* oninlerencing frame is characterized by an exchange of Figure 1. Examples of Vocal Spelling
irint communication between or among J .ividuals. That
i , It mai involve person to persc 'r person to group Some of the spellings shown above can occur through a
ominiation. The informatin is typed on a computer glitch in the system or an unintended error by the
tninla, transmitted via a telephone line to a central composer of the message. Typically, the full context
iomputer where it is processed and stored until the helps the reader to discern if the spelling was
intended receiver (also using a computer terminal and intentional.
a telephone line) enters the system. The received
information is either printed on paper or displayed on
a television smreen. The exchange can be in real time, 3.2. LEXICAL SURROGATES
If le users are on the system simultaneously and
linked together in a common notepad. More typically, Often, people use words to describe their "tone of
the excharige I, .iynchroniius with several hours or a voice" in the message. This may be inserted as a
few days laipse between sending and receiving, parenthetical comment within a sentence, in which case

it is likely to mark that sentence alone. Alternative-
In, ill of the ttanscripts examined for this study, the ly, it may be located at the beginning or end of a
composer of the message typed it into the system. message. In these instances, it often provides a tone
Further, tile iystems were used for many purposes: for the entire message.

In addition, vocal segregates (e.g. uh huh, hnmmm, yuk
1. The res-irth was supported by DHEW Grant No. 54-P- yuk) are written commonly within the body of texts.
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ilJhIt was decided! I like the idea, but instruct a user to respond with question marks when he
then again, it was mine (she said blush- does not know what to do at a command point. One
hagly)./ question mark indicates "I don't understand what EIES

wants here," and will yield a brief explanation from
/Boo, boo Horror of horrors! t165 the system. Two question marks indicate "I am very

DOESN'T seem to cure all the probl,.ms confused" and yield a longer explanation. Three ques-
involved in transmitting files./ tion marks indicate "I am totally lost" and put the user

in direct touch with the system monitor.

Figure 2. Examples of Lexical Surrogates /Welcome Aboard!!!/

3.3. SPATIAL ARRAYS /This background is VERY important, since it

makes many people (appropriately, I think)
Perhaps the most striking feature of computer confer- aware about idea./

coring is the spatial arrangement of words. While
some users borrow a standard letter format, others /THERE IS STILL SOME CONFUSION ON DATES FOR

treat the page space as a canvass on which they paint PHILADELPHIA. MIKE AND I ARE PERPLEXED!?/
with words and letters, or an advertisement layout

in which they are free to leave space between words, /At this point, I think we should include a
skip lines, and paragraph each new sentence. BROAD range of ideas -- even if they look

unworkable./

Some spatial arrays are actual graphics: arrangements
of letters to create a picture. Hiltz and Turoff (1978) /Paul...three quick points ...... first.. .the paper/
note the heavy use of graphics at Christmas time,
when people- send greeting cards through the conferencing
system. In day to day messaging, users often leave Figure 4. Manipulation of

space between words (indicating pause, or setting off Grammatical Markers
a word or phrase), run words together (quickening of
tempo, onomatopoeic effect), skip lines within a 3.5. MINUS FEATURES
paragraph (to setoff a word, phrase or sentence), and
create paragraphs to lend visual support to the entire The absence of certain features or expected work in
message or items within it. In addition, many messages composition may also lend a tone to the message. For
contain headlines, as in newspaper writing, example, a user may not correct spelling errors or

glitches introduced by the system. Similarly, he may
/One of our units here just makes an pay no attention to paragraphing or capitalization. The

awfulhowling noise./ absence of such features, particularly if they are

clustered together in a single message, can convey a
/AA relaxed tone of familiarity with the receiver or quick-
*ness of pacing (e.g. when the sender has a lot of work
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO to do and must compose the message quickly).

sssSSsSSsSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS/

/$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 4. PATTERNING OF FEATURES

When the next bill comes in from
FIES/Telenet, you may also be interested/ It can be noted, first, that some features mark a short

syllabic or polysyllabic segment (e.g. capitalization,

contraction, and vocal segregates), while others mark
Figure 3. Examples of Spatial Arrays full sentences or the entire message (e.g. a series of

exclamation points, letter graphics, or an initial
3.4. MANIPUI.ATION OF GRAMMATICAL MARKERS parenthetical comment). Second, it is revealing that

many of these features have an analogic structure: in

Grammatical markers such as capitalization, periods, some manner, they are like the tone they represent.
commas, quotation marks, and parentheses are manipulated For example, a user may employ more or fewer periods,
by users to add stress, indicate pause, modify the tone more or fewer question marks to indicate degrees of
of a lexical item and signal a change of voice by the pause or degrees of perplexity. Paralanguage in every-
composer. For example, a user will employ three day conversation is highly analogic and represents

exclamation marks at the end of a sentence to lend feelings, moods and states of health which do not
intensity to his point. A word in the middle of a (apparently) lend themselves to the digital structure of
sentence (or one sentence in a message) will be words.
capitalized and thereby receive stress. A series of

dashes between syllables of a word can serve to hold Paralinguistic features in computer conferencing occur,
the preceding syllable and indicate stress upon it or often, at points of chan in a message: change of pace,
the succeeding syllable. Parentheses and quotation change of topic, change of tone. In addition, many of
marks are used commonly to indicate that the words the features rely upon a contrastive structure to
contained within them are to be heard with a different communicate meaning. That is, a message which is typed
tone than the rest of the message. A series of periods in all caps does not communicate greater intensity or
are used to indicate pause, as well as to indicate stress. Capitalization must occur contrastively over
internal and terminal junctures. For example, in some one or two words in ma otherwise normal sentence
messages, composers do not use commas. At points where or over one or two sentences in a message which contains
a comma is appropriate, three periods are employed. At some normal capitalization.

the end of the sentence, several periods (the number
can vary from 4 to more than 20) are used. This system Most paralinguistic features can have more than one
indicates to the reader both the grammatical boundary meaning. Reviewed in isolation, a feature might indi-
and the length of pause between words. cate a relaxed tone, an intimate relation with the

receiver, or simply sloppiness in composition. Readers
The Electronic Information and Exchange System employs must rely upon the surrounding context (both words and
some of these grammatical marker manipulations in the other paralinguistic features) to narrow the range of
interface between user and system. For example, they possible meanings.
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The intended receiver at a mes!.age, as well as an REFERENCES
outsider who attempts to analyse transcripts, must cope
with the interpretation of paralinguistic features. Crystal, David Prosodic Systems and Intonation in
Initially, the reader must distinguish glitches in the English. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1969.
system and unintended typing errors from intentional
use of repetition, spacing, etc. Subsequently, the Crystal, David and Davy, Derek Investigating English
reader must examine the immediate context of the feature Style. Bloomington: Indiana University Press 1969.
and compare the usage with similar patterns in the
same message, in other messages by the composer, and/or Coffman, Erving Frame Analysis. New York: Harper and

in other messages by the general population of users. Row 1974.
Hiltz, Starr Roxanne and Turoff, Murray The Network

Nation. Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley 1978.

5. DEVELOPMENT OF A CODE Trager, George "Paralanguage: A First Approximation,"
The findings presented in this study are taken from a in Dell Hymes (ed.) Language in Culture and Society.

The indngspreentd i thi stdy re ake frm aNew York: Harper and Row 1964.

limited set of contexts. For this reason, they must N

be regarded as a first approximation of paralinguistic
code structure in computer conferencing. Moreover, the
findings do not suggest that a clear code exists for
the community of users. Rather, the code appears to
be in a stage of development and learning.

The study has helped to define some differences among
users which appear to make a difference in the para-
linguistic features they employ. In the corpus of
transcripts examined, usage varied between new and
experienced participants, as well as between infrequent
and frequent participants. Generally, experienced and
frequent participants employed more paralinguistic
features. However, idiosyncratic patterns appear to
be more important in determining usage. The findings
serve more to define questions for subsequent study
than to provide answers about user variations,

In addition, it is clear that the characteristics of
the computer terminals (TI 745s, primarily), as well
as system characteristics, provided many of the compon-
ents or "bricks" with which paralinguistic features
were constructed. For example, the repeat key on the
terminal allowed users to create certain forms of
graphics. Also, star keys, dollar signs, colons and
other available keys were employed to communicate
paralinguistic information. System terms to describe a
mode of operation (e.g. notepad, scratchpad, message,
conference) may also influence development of a code
of usage by suggesting a more formal or informal
exchange.

Finally, it may be noted that early in their usage,
some participants appeared to borrow formats from other
media with which they were familiar (e.g. business
letters, telegrams, and telephone conversations). Over
time, patterns of usage converged somewhat. However,
idiosyncratic variation remained strong.

6. CONCLUSION

A few conclusions can be drawn from this study. First,
the presence of paralinguistic features in computer
conferencing and the effort by users to communicate
more information than can be carried by the words
themselves, suggest that people feel it is important
to be able to communicate tonal and expressive informa-
tion. Second, it is not easy to communicate this
information. Users must work in computer conferencing
to communicate information about their feelings and
state of health which naturally accompanies speech.
While there does not appear to be a unified and identi-
fiable code of paralinguistic features within confer-
encing systems or among users of the systems, the
collective behavior of participants may be creating
one.
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Expanding the Horizons of Natural Language Interfaces

I l'l I law*s

Computer Scei- e Depaltrient Carnegie-Mellon University
fillsburgh PA 1!,213, USA

A bst ract neces: arily tii S.iie especially given certain new ltchnological trends
411, (, II,' below

Current natural language interlaces have concentrated ,1igely on Most attt ilpts to incorporate non literal aspects of communication into
determining the literal -meaning" of input from their users While natural lan(guage nterta-es have attempled to model human perormance
Su( h decoding is an essential underpining much recent work as closely as possible The typicarl mode of communication in such an
suggests that natuiral Idrguage interfaces will never appear inlerfa.e in whl(h system ald riser type alternately or. a single scrol of
cooperative or graceful unless they also incorporate numerousnon-iteal spets f Cmmuicaion Suh u roust paper (ur sc'rolleitdi splay screen) Ilras been used as ain analogy to normalnon-hiteral aspects of communication, such as robust soe unncnesni nwihcnnuialntkspaeoeCn~lluncalo pocduesspokeii hitiiiian Coillver s~tl~i l il ill( ti (.Oiiiiiiii(.ltll~ takes place over a
coiniuriicuf ion procedures

similar halt-duplex channel i e a channel that only one party at a time
This paper defends that view but claims that direct initiation of can use without danger of confusion

human performance is not the best way to implement many of
these non-literal aspects of communication, that the new Technology is outdaling this model The nascent generation of
technology of powerftul personal computers with integral graphics powerlul personal computers (e g. tlre ALTO 1231 or PERO 1181) equipped
displays offers techniques superior to those of humirans fot these with high resoluion bit-map graphi.s display screens and pointing
aspects while still satisfying human communication needs The devices allow tlre rapid display of large quantities of information and the
paper proposes interfaces based on a judicious mixture of these naintenance of several independent coinmmunication channels for both
techniques and the still valuable methods of more traditional output (dlivision f tile screen into independent windows. highlighting. and
natural language interfaces. (ithetr (tiapt is teclrnitues). and initilt (directron of keyboatd input to

different windows, pOirlng input) I believe that Ihls new technology cal

1. Introduction provido huliy efleclive. natural language-based. communication between
manil air nachire hut only if the hallt-duplex style of inleraction desrribed

Most work so far on natural language communication between man above is droPljid Rather than trying to intite hunian (OIIil' l it'ii

and machine has dealt with its literal aspects That is. natural language directly, it will be more fruitlul to use the capahltiies of this new

interfaces have implicitly adopted the position that their user's input tichnology. which in so e respects exi.eed Ihose possessed fly hlumnlS

encodes a request for information or action, and [that their job is to decode to achieve the sarie ends as the irorl-iteral aspects of normal human
the request. retrieve the irnormation. or perfirin) tile action, and provide conversation Work by. for irstance Carey [31 and thrllz 1121 shows how

appropriate Output back to the user TIis is essentially what thomas 1241 adaptable people Ir - In now ( nilliiinilcalloll siliclois and lthere is every
calls the E ncodrlirg-Decoding model of conversation reason to believe Iha[ people will adfapt well to an interactionr in which

their commnrunicaton in-osi are satisfied, even if they are satisfied in a
While literal interpretation is a basic underpinning of communication, different way than in ordiuary human conversation.

much recent work in artificial intelligence, linguistics, and related fields
has strown that it is tar from the whole story i human communication. For In the remainder of the paper I will sketch some human communication

example appropriate interpretation ol an utterance depends on needs and go on lo suggest how they can be satisfied using the

assumptions about the speakers intentions, and conversely, the techinology outlnod above

speake, s goals intluence what is said (Hobbs 113). Thomas 1241). People

often make mistakes in speaking and listening and so have evolved 2. Non-Literal Aspects of Communication
conventions for effecting repars-(Scheglolf el a. 1201) There must also

be a way of regulaling the turns of participants in a conversation (Sacks et In this section we will discuss four human communication needs and
at 1191) This is lust a sampling of what we will collectively call non literal the non-literal aspects of communication they have given rise to:
,ir'piCt o t corrrirrniurrcallon.

. non-grammatical utterance recognition
The primary reason for using natural language in inmn-machine

conitrriunicaltor is to allow tle user to esliriss hrmself naturally. and * contextually determined interpretation
whiltroit haviilI to larn a special laniguage Ilowever. i is b coming clear
tIal ptloviding for iatural ePfession ireans ilealing with the non-litera as * robust communication procedures
well as lie it mral a1sfrects of conrnUrrcatl n. that the ability to iterpret

natural language literally does not in itself give a man-machine interface * channel sharing

the ability to communicate naturally Some work on incorporating these The account here is based in part on work reported more fully in [8. 9].
non-literal aspects of communication into man-machine interfaces has
already begun(16. 8. 9. 15, 21. 25]). Humans must deal with non-grammatical utterances in

conversation simply because people produce them all the time. They
The position I wish to stress in this paper is that natural language arise from various sources people may leave out or swallow words; they

interfaces will never perform acceptably unless they deal with the may start to say one thing, stop in the middle, and substitute something
non-literal as well as the literal aspects of communication. that without the else: they may interrupt themselves to correct something they have just
non-literal aspects. they wrill always appear uncooperative. inflexible, said. or they may simply make errors of tense, agreement. or vocabulary.

unfriendly and generally stupid to their users, leading to irritation, for a combirafioi of these and other reasons, it is very rare to see three
friuStration. and an unwillingness to continue to be a user. consecutive grammatical sentences in ordinary conversation.

I his positron is coming to be held fairly widely However. I wish to go Despite the ubiquity of ungrammaticality. if has received very little
further and suggest that. in building non-literal aspects of communication attention in the literature or from the implementers of natural-language
info natural-language interfaces, we should aim for the most effective type interfaces Eceptions include PARRY 1171. COOP [t41, and interfaces
of communication rather than insisting that the interface model human produced fry the LIFER It1] system Additional work on parsing
performance as exactly as possible I believe that these two arms are not ungrarrnatial input has been (tone by Werschedel and Black 125). and
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Kwasny and Sandthenoer 151 As part of a larger prolect on user As noted eir (.onrpoter iont,:Orar i-s hair theis tpped lhisproblem by

interfaces I 11, we (tayes and Mouradian 171 have also developed a parser making the interaction take place over a half-duplex cthannel somewhat

capable ot dealing flexibly with many forms of ungrammaicality airalogout to lhr halt dtloplex c harirn itihriinil ii speech i e alternate

turns at typiirIl oi a s(rull Ul paper (Or S( firlled dh5phd y rtieen) However
Perhaps part of the reason that flexibirty 0 pairsig has recevd SO rather thai pr ovidling flexfil convenloror, for t rhanj ng lurns. such

little attention iin work on natural linguage inerfaces is that tihe input iS inlerfaces tylirurlly brook no nmlerrpl-ons whrle they ire typirng and then

typed. and so the parsers usedl have been derved tromnr lhose ised to when they art, fii:hed inl. that the user type a complete input with no

parse written prose Speech parsers (see for exiiph 1i.0 Ioirr 21) have feedback l(ai;ir fron character echoing), at whCh point the system then

always been much rrore flexible Prost is nriily ir tjli- qriirinmahcal rakes over Ow. i hirnel again

siriply because the writer has had thime. to nike it qiraii...i i(-c. it I he typed

input to a computer system is produr ed in real trn-, and is therelore In the next Section we will examine how the new generation o interlace

much more likely to contain errors or other tifigramniati. alitieS Inc hnology cdii help with some of the problems we have raised

The listener at any given tlrn in a CiiVi,, it(on lo , rit ...... rely fec lrIe

or extract the inherent "meaning" Iroi, whiltI's,,ir sitl Irslead lie 3. Incorporating Non-Literal Aspects of
interprets the speakers ullea -. in tIr* lihiltl ti th riil .tviibit- context Communication into User Interfaces
(see for example. Hobbs 1131, Thomas [24) or Wrni ,I 'I to (ioo perative

dialogues and computer i.terac es fiorriiall, opfl.l ., ii a e operative It compuler interfaces are ever to become cooperative and natural to
use. they inirist incorporate iron-literal asplects of commnunication. My

situation, this contextually determined interp-elation .llows the
nu~ln poirt iii IrisI .erii is~ tShat there is rio reason they shlould

participants considerable economies in what to \ say htiluting

pronouns or other anaphorc forms tr more conroielia des.riphons not i orporate lierir im a way directly unitalve of hurrans so long as they are

explicitly requesting actions or intormation that they rwr114 desir! rinig in( orporatet in a way that hunrs are comfortable with direr t imitation is

riot necessary Indeed dire( I imitation is unlikely to produce sathsfactoryparticipants from descriptions of events arri leaving uris.ani other

information that will be "obvious" to the listener ber ause of the context irteraction Gien the present state of natural language processing and

shared by speaker and listener II less cooperative situatins the artificial iitrrjence in general there is no prospect in the forseeable
futulre that linterfaces will be able to emulate lhuman performance since

listener's interpretations may be other than the speaker intends and
finls (frpi.'ii(t sri much (err bringing to} bi!ar Lnrijer ufirarltmes of knowledge

speakers may compensate for such distorltons io the way they construct Iran derent Al tniue reable to arr F'atral sc nsuch

theirthan corret At techniques are able to handle Partial success in such

emniulatlon is only likely to raise lalse expeclations in the mir i of tie user

While these problems have been studied extensively in more abstract and when these expectations are inevitably crushedt Irustriaion will result

natural language research (for lust a few examples see 14. 5, t6l). little However I believe that by making use of some of the new technology

attention has been paid to them in more applied language work The work imentionedl e;iher interfaces can provide very aieqriato sinlistttles for

of Grosz 161 and Sidner 1211 on focus ol attention and its relation to human techfinioes for non-literal aspects of conmunit on, substitutes

anaphora and ellipsis stand out here, along with work done in the COOP that capitalize on capailites of computers that are not possessed by

1141 system on checking the presuppositions of questions with a negative humans, hilt flit nevertheless will result in interactio that leels very

answer. In general. contextual interpretation covers most of the work in natural to a hiinran

natural language processing, and subsumes numerous currently Before giving soie exarples. let us review the kini of Iardware I am

intractable problems It is only tractable in natural language interfaces assuming lie key fer is a hitmap graphics display capable of being

because of the tight constraints provided by the highly restricted worlds in filld th y er quickly Th spla capbe oi int
which they operate. filled with inforrnitiori very (trihily The screen can lie iiuded into

independent windows In which the system can direcit ditlerent streams of

Just as in any oilier communication across a noisy channel. there is output independently Wirdows can be moved around on the screen.

always a basic question in human conversation of whether the listener has overlapped and popped out from under a pile of other windows The user

received the speaker's utterance correctly Humans have evolved robust has a pointing device with which he can position a cursor to arbitrary

communication condentions for performing such checks with points on the screen. plus. of course a traditional keyboard Such

considerable, though not complete, reliability, and for correcting errors hardware exists now and will become increasingly available as powerful

when they occur (see Schegloff 1201). Such conventions include the personal computers such as the PFRO 181 or LISP machine 121 come

speaker assuming an utterance has been heard correctly unless the reply onto the market ano start to decrease In price The exaiples of the use of

contradicts this assumption or there is no reply at all. the speaker trying to such hardware which follow are drawn in part from our current

correct his own errors himseltf; the listener incorporating his assuriptions experiments in user interface research I t 71 on similar hardware.

about a doubtful utterance into his reply. the listener asking explicitly for

clarification when he is sufficiently unsure. Perhaps the aspect of communicaton that can receive the most benefit

from this type of hardware is robust communication Suppose the user

I his area of robust colrnr nnirl )i is perhaps the non-literal ible( I of types a non-(lrammatical input to the system which the system s flexible

communication most neglected in natural language work Just a few parser is able to recognize if. say, it inserts a word and makes a spelling

systems such as LIFER it ti and COOP 1141 have paid even inilirial correction Going by human convention t e syslei would either have to

attention to it Interestingly. it is perhaps the area in which tIhe new ask the iser to confirm explicitly if its correction was correct to cleverly

technology mentioned above has the most to offer as we shall see. incorporate its assumption into its next output, or list to assume the

correction without comnrert Our hypothetical system has anolher option

f ity. the -spoken part of a hunian conversation takes place over what it can alter what the user lust typed (possibly highlighting the words that it

is essenillty a single saired channel In other words, if roore than one changed) This achieves the same effect as the second option above, but

person talks at once, no one car understand anylthing anyone else is substitutes a technological trick for human inteligence

saying There are marginal exceptions to this. but by arid large

reasonable conversation can only be conducted if lust one person speaks Again, if the user names a person, say "Smith". in a context where the

at a time Thus people have evolved conventions for channel sharing system knows about several Smiths with dlfferent first names, the human

119). so that people can take turns to speak Interestingly, if people are options are either to incorporate a list of the names into a sentence (which
put in new communication siluations in which the standard turn-taking becomes nnwieldy when there are many more than three alternatives) or

trtaig to ask for the first name without giving alternatives A third alternative,
convenhtors do not work well. they appear quite able to evolve new

conventions 131 possible only rn lhis new technology is to set up a window on the screen
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with an initial piece u tlext followed by a list of alternatives (twenty can be

handled quite naturally this way) The user is then free to point at the 4. Conclusion
alternative tlie intenls a much simpler and more natural alternative than
typing the naiie, althouijh there is no reas.'l why this Input mode should In this paper. I have taken the position that natural language interfaces

riot he available as well in case the user prefers it to computer systems will never be truly natural until they nclude

cnon-itefal as well a,, leal aspects of communication Further. I claimed
Ausmortant in he presechn tion ntevtually based interpe oietio that it) the light ol the new technology of powerful personal computers

ixssiota in h eian onelio buecs f the nteomes of with integral graphics displays, tile best way to incorporate these

Outpessin biallowsn terens no eedcfornouh y in thismar insomthn no- literal aspects was rnot to imitate human conversational patterns as

outpt bul the hiuriain tendency to economy in this matter is soetaing closely as possible hut to use tile technology in innovative ways to

i I liilenion ci af conesati s ah iricilt o nten ofeei torxacklof perform the same function as the non-literal aspects of communication
tIi rc is l ifenrton ui a conversation us a ilfhcult One C see. tor exalniple, touind in human conversat ion

Cisz 16~J .ind ,ii.ln r J2'l, but the type (i interflace we are l iscusing call

at iexlut pfoIcl a I'ilhtrll# fralework ii1 which Wte current lous it( ,of iltenlion in aiy case. I believe the old-style natural language interfaces in which

canl tie iaite exptit it Ditferent foci ol atrention call Ie assocralih( with the user and system take turns to type on a single scroll of paper (or

dilereri wirdows oil ihe screen. andr the system car indlicate what it scrolled display screen) are doomed The new technology can be used, in

thilks is fhe curt n focus of attention by. say nlalking tit border of the ways Sinlilar to those outlined above, to provide very convenient and

(Or nrindiuri window dilerent fr uni ll Ithe rest Suppose in the previotis attractive interfaces that do not deal with natural language. The

example thalt at the time tile systei displays tie alternative Siliths, the advantages of this type of interface will so dominate those associated with

riser detL Iis ihat lie needis some otlher inforinmatin before he carl make a the old-style natural language interfaces that continued work in that area

selectnl in milghl ask for this inforlation in a typed request, at which will become of academic interest only.

point the system would set up a new window, make it the focused window,

and display tine requested information in it At this point, tile user could That is tile challenge posed by the new technology for natural language

riout requests to eline the new information, and any anaphora or ellipsis interfaces but it also holis a promise The promise is that a combination

tie used would be handled in) the appropriate context of natural language techniques with the new technology wil result in

interfaces that will tie truly natural, flexible, and graceful in their

Representing contexts explicitly with an indication of what the system interaction The multiple channels of information flow provided by the

lhinks is the current one can also prevent confusion The system should new technology can be used to Circulvent many of the areas where it is
try to follow a user's shifts of focus automatically as in the above very hard to give comptuters the intellugence and knowledge to perform as

eiunple However. we cannot expect a system of limited understanding well as humans In short the way forward for natural language interfaces

.lways to track forcus shifts correctly, and so it is necessary for the system is not to strive for closer but still highly imperfect, imitation of human

to give explicit feedback on what it thinks tile shift was Naturally. this behaviour, but to combine the strengths of the new technology with the

niplies that tile user should be able to change focus explicitly as well as great human ability to adapt to communication environments which are

implicitly (probably by pointing to the appropriate window), novel but adequate for their needs.

Explicit r-presentation of toci can also be used to bolster a human's

limted ability to keep track of several independent contexts. In the References
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THE PROCESS OF COM4UNICATION IN FACE TO FACE VS. COMUTeIZED CONFMJCES;
A CONTROLLED EXPERIMENT USING BA:2S INTERACTION PHOCESS ANALISIS

Starr Roxanne Biltz, Kenneth Johnson, and Ann Marie Rabke
Upsala College

INTRODUCTION A variable of secondary interest La problem type. Much
experimental literature indicates that the nature of

A computerized conference (CC) is a form of communica- the problem has a great deal to do with group perform-

tion in which participants ype into and read from a ance. One type of problem that we used is the human
computer terminal. The participants may be on line at relations case as developed by Bales. These are
the same time--termed a "s.nchrononous" conference, or medium complex, unsettled problems that have no speci-
may interact synchronouslY. The conversation is fic "correct" answer. The second type was a "scienti-

stored and mediated by the computer. fic" ankingproblem (requiring no specific expertise),
which has a single correct solution plus measurable de-

How does this form of communication change the process grees of how nearly correct a group's answer may be.

and outcome of group discussions, as compared to the The ranking problem, "Lost in the Arctic", was adapted

"normal" face to face (FtF) medium of group discussion, for administration over a conferencing system by per-
where participants communicate by talking, listening mission of its originators (See Eady and Lafferty)
and observing non-verbal behavior, and where there is

no lag between the sending and receipt of communication The experiments thus had a 2 x 2 factorial design (see
signals? This paper briefly summarizes the results of figure one). The factors were mode of communication

a controlled laboratory experiment designed to quantify (face-to-face vs. computerized conference) and problem

the manner in which conversation and group decision type (human relations vs. a more "scientific" ranking
making varies between FtF and CC. Those who wish more problem with a correct answer). These factors con-
detail are referred to the literature review which
served as the basis for the design of the experiment stituted the "independent variables." Each problem-

(Hiltz, 1975) and to the full technical report on the mode condition included a total of eight groups.

results (Hiltz, Johnson, Aronovitch, and Turoff, 1980).
This paper is excerpted from a longer paper on the Figure 1

analysis of communications process in the two media and

their correlates (Hiltz, Johnson and Rabke, 1980). Design of the Experiment
Two by Two Factorial with Repeated Measures:

OVERVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENT Blocks of Four

The chief independent variable of interest is the im- Task Task

pact of computerized conferencing as a communications Type A Type B

mode upon the process and outcome of group decision

making, as compared to face-to-face discussions. Two Groups

different types of tasks were chosen, and group size

was set at five persons. The subjects were Upsala Face-to-Face 4 4

College undergraduate, graduate and continuing educa-

tion students. The communications process or profile Computerized

was quantified using Bales Interaction Process Analy- Conference 4 4

sis (see Bales, 1950). BACKGROUND: THE BALES EXPERIMENTS AND INTERACTION

In computerized conferencing, each participant is 
PROCESS ANALYSIS

physically alone with a computer terminal attached to

a telephone. In order to communicate, he or she types Working at the Laboratory of Social Relations at Har-

entries into the terminal and reads entries sent by the yard, Bales and his colleagues developed a set of cats-

other participants, rather than speaking and listening. gories and procedures for coding the interaction in

Entering input and reading output may be done totally small face-to-face decision-making groups which became

at the pace and time chosen by each individual. Con- very widely utilized and generated a great deal of data

ceivably, for instance, all group nembers could be about the nature of communication and social processes

entering comments simultaneously. Receipt of messages within such groups.

from others is at the terminal print speed of 30 char- Coding of the comunications interaction by Interaction
acters per second. Process Analysis involves noting who makes a statement

Even when all five participants are on-line at the same or non-verbal participation (such as nodding agreement);

time, there is considerable lag in a computer confer- to whom the action was addressed; and into which of

ence between the time a discussant types in a comment, twelve categories the action best fits. These cats-

and when a response to that comment is received. gories are listed in subsequent tables and explained

First, each of the other participants must finish what below. The distribution of communications units among

they are typing at the time; then they read the the twelve categories constituted one of the main de-

waiting item; then they may type in a response; then pendent variables for this experiment. We expected

the author of the original comment must finish his or significant differences associated with mode of communi-

her typing of a subsequent item and print and read the cation. We also expected some differences associated

response. There is thus a definite "asynchronous" with task type. We did not feel that we had enough

quality even to "synchronous" computer conferences, information to predict the directions of these differ-

As a result, computer conferences often develop several ences. For almost every category, we could think of

simultaneous threads of discussion that are being dis- some arguments that would lead to a prediction that the

cussed concurrently, whereas face to face discussions category would be "higher" in CC, and some reasons why

tend to focus on one single topic at a time and then it might be lower.

move on to subsequent topics. (See Hiltz and Turoff,

1978, for a complete description of CC as a mode of

communication).
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METHOD tions are that Upsala College has produced an unusually

opinionated and analytic set of students or that theThe number of Bales units per face to face group was effect of pre-experimental training in cc raises
much greater than the number for a cc group. There- opinion giving even in subsequent FtF discussions.)
fore, each individual and group was transformed to a It does not affect the comparisons among problems and
percentage distribution among the twelve categories, modes for this study, since all of the coders were
Then statistical tests were performed to determine if coding the data with the same guidelines and inter-
there were any significant differences in IPA distri- pretations. In the majority of cases, the same pair
butions associated with mode of communication, prob- of coders coded both the CC and FtF condition for the
blem, order of problem, and the interaction among same group. In any case, the seven individuals who
these variables in relation to the percentage distri- did the coding had been trained to an acceptable level
bution for each of the Bales categories. of reliability.

There are many different ways in which the percentages Figure 2
could be computed. To take full advantage of the de-
sign, we computed the percentage distribution for each Summary of IPA Results for
individual, in each condition. Thus, we actually have Forest Ranger by
the Bales distributions for each of 80 individuals in Mode of Communication and Order
a face to face conference, and in a computerized con-
ference. Bales Category Average P Significance

The mode of analysis was a two by two factorial nested FTF CC By Group Pooled
design. If there was no significant group effect,
then the error terms could be "pooled", meaning we Shows:
could use the 80 observations as independent obser- Solidarity .79 3.22 .005 GS
vations for statistical test purposes. We also per- Tension Release 3.98 .83 .0005 .0005
formed a non-parametric test on the data for each Agreement 13.19 4.79 .0005 .0005
Bales category, which gave us similar results.

Gives:
DIFFERENCES ASSOCIATED WITH COM4UNICATION MODE Suggestions 4.70 9.21 .10 .10

Opinion 54.21 53.92 X X
Two of the detailed analysis of variance tables on Orientation 12.81 16.10 .10 .02
which the summary here is based are included as av
Appendix. Note that the analyses were first perform.i Asks for:
separately for the two problems, using communication Orientation 3.27 1.58 .05 GS
mode as the independent variable. For each problem, Opinion 2.88 5.36 .01 .01
we tested the significance of mode of communication, Suggestions .30 .62 .25 .20

order (whether it was the first or second problem

solved by the group), and the interaction between mode Shows:
and order. Disagreement 4.85 2.39 .05 .05

Tension: .81 2.16 .05 .01
Listed in figures two and three is a summary of the Problem 1st .28 1.68
statistical results of the 24 analyses of variance Problem 2nd 1.33 2.64
which examined observed differences between communi- Antagonism: .75 1.67
cation modes for each of the two tasks. The first two
columns show the mean percentage of communications in GS = Group significant cannot pool by individual
each category. For example, in the first table, re-
sults for Forest Ranger, the first column shows that
on the average less than 1% of an individual's communi- Figure 3
cations were verbally "showing solidarity", but in CC,
3.22% fell into this category. The third column shows Summary of IPA Results for
that the results for the 16 groups in the nested factor- Arctic by
ial design were significant at the .005 level, meaning Mode of Communication and Order
that the probability of the observed differences oc-
curing by chance in a sample this size is one in 200. Bales Category Average P Significance
The fourth column shows the level of significance if
the group was not a significant variable and the obser- FTF CC By Group Pooled
vations could be pooled, with the 80 individuals
treated as independent observations. In this case, Shows:
group was significant, so the pooled analysis could not Solidarity 1.66 2.44 .10 .05
be done. Tension Release 7.70 1.60 .0005 .0005

In looking at these data, there is an apparent coding Agreement 13.35 6.82 .01 GS

problem. Even for the Forest Ranger problem, face to Gives:
face, we obtained a somewhat different distribution of Suggestions 3.56 4.89 .20 .10
coding than did persons coding problem discussions such Problem 1st 2.95 6.17
as this who were directly trained by Bales. (See Bales Problem 2nd 4.17 3.61
and Borgatta, 1955, p. 400 for the complete distribu- Opinion 42.99 57.80 .005 GS
tions). Our coding has 20% more of the statements Orientation 14.58 11.81 .25 GS
classified as "giving opiniors" than Bales and Borgatta
code, and correspondingly low~r percentages in all of Asks for:
the other categories. This means that our results Orientation 3.72 1.62 .025 .0005
cannot be directly compared to those of other investi- Opinion 5.15 T.46 .20 GS
gators, since apparently the training for coding inter- Suggestions 5.15 .58 X GS
preted many more statements as representing some sort
of analysis or opinion than "should" be there, accord-
ing to the distributions obtained for similar studies
by Bales and his colleagues. (Other possible explana-
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Shows" the transcript. It is part of the private "letting

Disagreement 3.51 2.46 X GS down of face" that occurs but is not communicated thro-

Tension: 1.52 .64 .025 .005 ugh the computer.

Antagonism: l.ai 1.86 X GS
Problem lst .77 .73 3. "Agrees, shows passive acceptance, understands, con-

Problem 2nd 1.45 3.00 curs, complies"

GS = Group significant cannot pool by individual This occurs as concurrence in a proposed course of
action or carrying out of any activity which has been

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS requested by others. There is significantly more
agreement overtly expressed in face to face confer-

The twelve categories in Bales Interaction Process ences than in computerized conferences. We suspect

Analysis can be combined into four main functional that this is related to the pressure to conform

areas. Categories 1-3 and 10-12 are the "social-emo- created by non-verbal behavior and the physical

tional" functions, oriented towards internal group pro- presence of the other group members. In any case,

cess. The first three are called "social-emotional it is undoubtedly related to the greater difficulty

positive", while 10-12 are "negative". Categories 7-9 of CC groups in reaching total consensus.

are "Task oriented", giving answers or contributions to

solving the problem faced by the group, and categories 4. "Gives Suggestion, direction, implying autonosv for

4-6 are varieties of "asking questions" in the task other"

oriented area.
Includes giving suggestions about the task or sugges-

It will be noted, by way of further introduction, that ting concrete actions in the near term to attain a

there are some very strong differences in the profiles, group goal. There is a tendency for more suggestions

even in the same medium, depending upon the type of to be given by more people in computerized conferenc-

task faced by the group, and that there is some inter- ing. This is part of the equalitarian tendency for

action between task type and medium. For example, more more members to actively participate in the task behav-

tension was shown in the arctic problem in the CC con- ior of a group in CC. In one of the problems, the

dition; more in the Forest RHnger problem in the FTF difference was statistically significant at the .05 le-

condition. vel; whereas in the other, it was sizable but did not
reach statistical significance.

We will take each of the categories, decribing more

fully what is included in them, and then discuss the 5. "Gives opinion, evaluation, analysis, expresses

extent to which there appear to be significant differ- feeling, wish"
ences between the media in the relative prevalence of

communications of that type. We will also try to ex- Includes all reasoning or expressions of evaluation or

plain the possible reasons for or implications of sig- interpretation.

nificant differences that are discovered.
This is the most frequent type of communication for

1. "Shows solidarity, raises other's status, gives help, both problems and both modes. For the Bales problem,

reward" there was no difference in its prevalence associated
with mode of co inunication. For the Arctic problem,

Included in this category are initial and responsive however, there is a large and statistically significant

acts of active solidarit- and affection, such as saying difference, with more opinion giving in the CC condi-

"hello" and making friendly or congenial remarks to tion.
"break the ice"; praising or encouraging the other(s);

giving support or sympathy or offers of assistance; 6. "Gives Orientation, information, repeats, clarifies,

urging harmony and cooperation. These are all overt confirms"
attempts to improve the solidarity of the group.

This includes statements that are meant to secure the

Note that there is a significantly greater amount of attention of the other, (such as "There are two points

"showing solidarity" in computerized conferencing. I'd like to make..."), restating or reporting the essen-
This is probably because much of the behavior of this tial content of what the group has read or said; non-

type in a face to face situation is non-verbal, such inferential, descriptive generalizations or summaries of

as smiling in a friendly manner while nodding encourage- the situation facing the group. There are no clear dif-

ment. Non verbal acts in this category are not codable ferences here. Whereas there is a statistically signif-

from the tapes of the discussions. In the CC condition, icant difference in the direction of giving more orien-

however, the participants realize that they must put tation in CC for Forest Ranger, for the other problem,

such things into words, the difference is reversed.

Another possible explanation is that the greater ten- 7. "Asks for orientation, information, repetition and

dency towards overt, explicit shoving of solidarity is confirmation"
an attempt to compensate for the perceived coldness and

impersonality of the medium. There is a significant tendency for this to occur more

often in face to face discussions. This is probably

2. "Shows Tension Release. jokes, laughs, shows satis- because of the frequency with which a group member does
faction" not hear or understand the pronunciation of a sentence

or partial utterance. In CC, people are usually more

This includes expressions of pleasure or happiness, careful to state their thoughts clearly, and the recipi-
making friendly jokes or kidding remarks, laughing. ent can read it several times rather than asking for

repetition if it is not understood the first time or is

There was significantly more tension release overtly latcr forgotten. We have noticedmany CC participants

expressed in the face to face groUpS. Much of going back and looking at coents a second or third tm
was waves of laughter, particularly in the arctic prob- in a face to face discussion, they would probably ask
lem. The participants did not put this into words in

the conference when typing. Observing them, however, something like: "What was it you said before about x?".

there was much private laughter and verbal expressions 8. "Asks for opinion, evaluation, analysis, expression

showing "tension release", but these do not appear infeeling"
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This occurs more frequently in computerized confer- Johnson, Aronovitch and Turoff, 1980) we show that the
encing. For one of the problems, the difference observed differences in interaction profiles are highly
reached statistical significance, whereas it did correlated with the ability of a group to reach con-
not for the other. This tendency to more frequent- sensus and with the quality of group decision reached.
ly and explicitly ask for the opinions of all the
other group members, as well as to more spontane- APPENDIX
ously offer ones own opinions and analyses in C(,
does seem to qualitatively be characteristic of Analyses of Variance
the medium. Bales Categories by Mode and Problem

2x2x
4 

Nested Factorial
9. "Asks for suggestion, direction, possible ways Arctic
of action" Individual % Data

Bales Category 1 - Shows Solidarity
This includes all overt, explicit requests, such

as "What shall we do now?". It is not very preva- Means
lent in either medium, and there are no significant Mode of Communication
differences.

FTF CC
10. "Disagrees, shows passive rejection, formal- Order 1st 1.6893 2.4348 2.0620
ity, witholds resources" of

Problem 2nd 1.6228 2.4437 2.0333
This includes all the milder forms of uisagreement
or refusal to comply or reciprocate. This is also 1.6561 2.4392
an infrequent form of communication, but it occurs
more in face to face discussions than in CC. Nested Design

11. "Shows tension, asks for help, withdraws out Source SS df MS F
of field" A 12.2673 1 12.2673 3.9004

B .0166 1 .0166 .0053
Includes indications that the subjectfeels anxious A x B .0285 1 .0285 .0091
or frustrated, with no particular other group mem- C/AB 37.7414 12 3.1451 1.3745
ber as the focus of these negative feelings. The S/ABC 146.4430 64 2.2881
results on this are rather puzzling. We end up Tot. 196.4967 79
with a statistically significant tendency for there Table Values For F
to be more tensions when in CC for the Forest Ran- 1 and 12 df4.75
ger problem, but in F.TF for the Arctic problem. 12 and 64dful.90
Substantively, the proportion of these communica-
tions is very small in any case, and therefore, Pooled ANOVA
the small differences are not important.

Source SS df MS F
12. "Shows antagonism, deflates other's status. de- A 12.2673 1 12.2673 5.0618"
fends or asserts self" B o166 1 o166 oo68

A x B .0285 1 .0285 .0117This includes autocratic attempts to control or di- WG 184.1844 76 2.4234
rect others, rejection or refusal of a request, de- Tot. 196.4967 79
riding or criticizing others.

Table Value for F
This is infrequent in both media and there are no 1 and 76 df=3.97
significant differences. *Significant

A = mode
EFFECTS OF ORDER B = order

C/AB - error term for AB, and A x B
For the most part, it did not matter whether the CC or S/ABC = error term for C/AR
the FtF discussion was held first. However, more = Pooled error term
suggestions were offered on the arctic problem if it The pooled design yields a significant difference be-
was discussed in CC as the first problem, but more tween the FTF and CC conditions. The CC conditions
in FTF discussion if the FTF was preceeded by a CC show a greater percent of their comments in the cats-
condition. This is consistent with the tendency for
CC to promote more giving of suggestions; apparently, gory of shows solidarity.
the tendency carries over to a subsequent face to face
conversation. This raises the interesting possibility 2x2x

4 
Nested Factorial

that the group process and structure can be permanently Forest Ranger
changed by the experience of interacting through CC, a Individual % Data
change that will carry over even to communications in Bales Category 3 - Agrees
other modes. Other pieces of evidence from other

studies, including self reports of participants in Means
long term field trials, indicate the same possibility. Mode of Caunication

CONCLUSION FTF CC
Order lst 14.1900 5.4645 9.8273

Our investigation confirms the hypothesis that there of
are some significant differences in the group com- Problem 2nd 12.1921 4.1183 8.1552
munication process between face to face and compu-
ter mediated discussions. Such differences seem to 13.1910 4.7914
be associated with other characteristics nf the
medium, such as the greater tendency for minority
opinions to be maintained, rather than a total
group consensus emergin.. In a fuller analysis (Hiltz,
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Nested Design Murray Turoff and Cnarles Aronovitch played a large part

in the design and analysis for this project. We are
Source 3S df MS F also grateful to Julian Scier and Peter and Trudy John-
A 1411.0740 1 1411.0740 32.8693* son-Lenz for their contributions to the design of the
B 55.9134 1 55.9134 1.3024 experiments; to John Howell and James Whitescarver for
A x B 2.1232 1 2.1232 .0495 their software design and programming support; and to
C/ABC 515.1580 12 42.9298 .6774 our research assistants for their dedicated efforts in
S/ABC 4056.1449 64 63.3772 carrying out the experiments and coding questionnaires:
Tot. 6040.4135 79 Joanne Garofalo, Keith Anderson, Christine Naegle, Ned

O'Donnell, Dorothy Preston, Stacy Simon and Karen Win-
Table Values for F ters.

1 and 12 df-4.75
12 and 64 df-l.90 We would also like to thank Robert Bales and Experimen-
*Significant tal Learning Methods for their cooperation in providing

documentation and permission to use adaptations of prob-

Pooled ANOVA lem solving tasks which they originally developed.
The following pooled design is not really necessary
since one finds the variables significant as above.

Source SS df MS F
A 1411.0740 1 1411.0740 23.4598'
B 55.9134 1 55.9134 .9296

A x B 2.1232 1 2.1232 .0353
WG 4571.3029 76 60.1487
Tot. 6040.4135 79

Table Value for F
1 and 76 df=3.97
*Significant

* Amode

B-order
C/AB=error term for A, B, A x B
S/ABC=error term for C/AB
WG=Pooled error term

The nested design yields a significant difference be-
tween the FTF and CC Conditions. The FTF conditions

show a greater percent of their comments in category 3-Agrees.
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WHAT TYPE OF INTERACTION IS IT TO BE

Emanuel A. Schegloff

Department of Sociology, U.C.L.A.

For one, like mself, who knows something about human (what we call micro-pauses) -- can, and regularly do,
interaction, but next to nothing about computers and have substantial sequential and interactional conse-

human/machine interaction, the most useful role at a quences. The character of the talk after them is regu-
meeting such as this is to listen, to hear the troubles larly different, or is subject to different analysis, in-
of those who work actively in the area, and to respond terpretation or inference.
when some problem comes up for whose solution the prac-
tices of human interactants seems relevant. Here, Although the telephone deprives interactants of visual
therefore, I will merely mention sume areas in which access to each other, it leaves this "real time" tempo-
such exchanges may be useful. rality largely unaffected, and with it the integrity of

sequential organization. Nearly all the technological
There appear to be two sorts of status for machine/tech- interventions I have heard about -- whether replacing an
nology under consideration here. In one, the interac- interactant, or inserted as medium between interactants
tants themselves are humans, but the interaction between -- impacts on this aspect -e exchange of talk. It is
them is carried by some technology. We have had the tel- one reason for wondering 'r retention of ordinary
ephone for about 100 years now, and letter writing much conversation as the tar, his enterprise is appro-
longer, so there is a history here; to it are to be add- priate. For some of the nplated innovations, like
ed video technology, as in some of the work reported by computer conferencing, excn..es of letters may be a
John Carey, or computers, as in the "computer conferenc- more appropriate past model to study, for there too more
ing" work reported by Hiltz and her colleagues, among than one may "speak" at a time, long lapses may intervene
others. In the other sort of concern, one or more of between messages, sequential ordering may be puzzling
the participants in an interaction is to be a computer. (as in "Did the letters cross in the mail?") etc.
Here the issues seem to be: should this participant be
designed to approximate a human interactant? What is 3) Sequential organization has a direct bearing on an
required to do this? Is what is required possible? issue which must be of continuing concern to workers in

this area -- that of understanding and misunder-tanding.
1) If we take as a tentative starting point that person- It is the sequential (including temporal) organization
person interaction should tell us what machine-person in- of the talk which, in ordinary conversation, provides
teraction should be like (as Jerry Hobbs suggests in a running evidence to participants that, and how, they have
useful orienting set of questions he circulated to us), been understood. The devices by which troubles of under-
we still need to determine what type of person-person in- standing are addressed (what we call "repair," discussed
teraction we should consult. It is common to suppose for computers by Phil Hayes in a recent paper) -- re-
that ordinary conversation is, or should be, the model. quests for repetition or clarification and the like --
But that is but one of a number of "speech-exchange sys- are only one part of the machinery which is at work.
tems" persons use to organize interaction, or to be or- Regularly, in ordinary conversation, a speaker can detect
ganized by in it."Reetings," "debates," "interviews," from the produced-to-be-responsive next turn of another
and "ceremonies" are vernacular names for other techni- s/he has or has been, misunderstood, and can immediately
cally specifiable, speech-exchange systems orgainzing intervene to set matters right. This is a major safe-
person-person interaction. Different types of turn-tak- guard of "intersubjectivity," a retention of a sense that
ing organization are involved in each, and differences the "same thing" is being understood as what is being
in turn-taking organization can have extensive ramifica- spoken of. The requirements on interactants to make this
tions for the conduct of the interaction, and the sorts work are substantial, but in ordinary conversation, much
of capacities required of the interactants. In the de- of the work is carried as a by-product of ordinary se-
sign of computer interactants, and in the introduction quential organization. The anecodotes I have heard about
of technological intermediaries in human-human interac- misunderstandings going undetected for long stretches
tion, the issue remains which type of person-person in- when computers are the medium, and leading to, or past,
teraction is aimed for or achieved. For example, in the the verge of nastiness, suggest that these are real prob-
Pennsylvania video link-up of senior citizen homes, John lems to be faced.
Carey asks whether the results look more like conversa-
tion or like commercial television. But many of details 4) In all the business of person-person interaction
he reports suggests that the form of technological inter- there operates what we call "recipient-design" -- the de-
vention has made what resulted most like a "meeting" sign of the participation by each party by reference to
speech exchange system. the features (personal and idiosyncratic, or categorial)

of tne recipient or co-participant. The formal machin-
2) The term "interactive" in "interactive program" or eries of turn-taking, sequential organization, repair,
in "person/machine interaction" seems to refer to no etc. are always conditioned in their realization on par-
more than that provision is made for participation by ticular occasions and moments by this consideration. I
more than one participant. "Interactive" in this sense don't know how this enters into plans for computerized
is not necessarily "interactional," i.e., the determi- interactants, and it remains to be seen how it will enter
nation of at least some aspects of each party's partic- into the participation of humans dealing with computers.
ipation by collaboration of the parties. For the "talk" Persons make all sorts of allowances for children, non-
part of person-person interaction, a/the major vehicle native speakers, animals, the handicapped, etc. But
for this "interactionality" is the sequential organiza- there are other allowances they do not make, indeed that
tion of the talk; that is, the construction of units of don't present themselves as allowances or allowables.
participation with specific respect to the details of What is involved here is a determination of where the ro-
what has preceded, and thereby the sequential position bustness is and where the brittleness, in interacting
in which a current bit of talk is being done. Included with persons by computers, for in the areas of robustness
among the relevant aspects of "what has preceded" and it may be that many of the issues I've mentioned may be
"current sequential position" is "temporality," or "real safely ignored; the people "will understand."
time," though not necessarily measured by conventional
chronometry. What are, by commonsense standards, quite
tiny bits of silence -- two tenths of a second, or less
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Throughout these notes, we are at a very general level of

discourse. The real pay-offs, however, will come from
discussing specifics. For that, interaction will be need-
ed, rather than position papers.

8
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THE COMPUTER AS AN ACTIVE
COMMUNICATION MEDIUM

John C Thomas
IBM T J Watson Research Center

PO Box 218 Yorktown Heights. New York 105,S

I. THE NATURE OF COMMUNICATION goals .. metacomments that direct the conversation'
and rules for taking turns 6,

Communication is often conceived of in basically the

following terms. A person has some idea which he or To the extent that these mechanisms can be embed-
she wants to communicate to a second person. The ded in a Computer system that is to dialogue with hu-
first person translates that idea into some symbol mans. the dialogue will likely tend to be more suc-
system which is transmitted through some medium to cessful. However, equally true of human communica-
the receiver. The receiver receives the transmission tion is that it is sometimes quite ineffective. Let us
and translates it into some internal idea. Communica- examine where, why, and how the computer can help
tion, in this view, is considered good to the extent that improve communication in those cases.
there is an isomorphism between the idea in the head
of the sender before sending the message and the 2. FUNDAMENTAL DIFFICULTIES IN
idea in the receiver's head after recieving the mes- COMMUNICATION
sage. A good medium of communication, in this view,
is one that adds minimal noise to the signal. Mes- The view of communication as a design-interpretation
sages are considered good partly to the extent that process suggests that since messages are designed

they are unabmiguous. This is, by and large, the view and interpretted to achieve goals, the perceived rela-
of many of the people concerned with computers and tionship between the goals of the communicators isconsmmunicathioan.f hecomniatrsi

likely to be a powerful determinant of what happens in

communication. Common observation as well experi-
For a moment, consider a quite different view of com- mental results[l'are consistent with this notion. Peo-
munication. In this view, communication is basically a pie often view themselves in situations of pure compe-
design-interpretation process. One person has goals tition or pure cooperation. In fact, I suggest that ei-
that they believe can be aided by communicating. Thepersn tereoredesgnsa mssae wichis nteded ther perception is due to a limited frame. Any two
person therefore designs a message which is intended people who view themselves as involved in a zero-sum

to facillitate those goals. In most cases, the goal in-
game are doing so because they have a limited framecludes changing some cognitive structure in one oi °  of reference. In the widest possible frame of refer-

more other people's minds. Each receiver of a mes- o eeec.I h ietpsil rm frfr
more hoher peoples ids. Eah rer o finmid an m- ence, there is at least one state probabilistically influ-
magel ofever has ior theworld ierudin a m n ndera enced by their acts (such as the total destruction of
model of the world (including a model of the sender) human life through nuclear weapons) that both would
and interprets the received message in light of that hualietrghncarwpostatbhwud
anherorld inerprets t n re drelceived messageinlightfind undesirable. Therefore, when I am playing tennis,
other world information and relative to the perceived poker, or politics with someone and we say we are in
goals of the sender. This view has been articulated pure competition, we are only doing so in a limited

further elsewhere lii. framework. In a wider framework, it is always in our
mutual interest to cooperate under certain circum-

This view originates primarily from putting the rules of stane

language and the basic nature of human beings in

perspective. The basic nature of human beings is that This does not mean, however, that people perceive
we are living organisms and our behavior is goals- this wider framework. Because of the limitations of
directed. The rules of language are convenient but human working memory, people often forget that there
secondary. We can language rules for a purpose is a framework in which they can cooperate. Indeed,

this describes one of the chief situations in which a

Communicating in different media produces different so-called breakdown of communications occurs. If we
are truly in a zero-sum game, communication is onlybehaviors and reactions 2 , 3. The interesting first ar ulinazo-mgmecmuiatnisnybehaior andreation -23,.The nteestig frst useful to the extent that we mislead, threaten, etc.

order finding however, is that people can communicate

using practically any medium that lets any signal Conversely, people are only in pure cooperation by
through if motivation is high enough. We can, under limiting their framework. I suggest that it is highly
some circumstances, communicate with people who likely, given any two individuals, that they would put a
use different accents, grammars, or even languages. different preference ordering on the set of all possible
Yet, in other circumstances, people who are ostensibly states of the world which their actions could probabil-
friends working on a common goal and who have istically affect. This gives rise to a second type of
known each other for years end up shouting at each breakdown in communication. People appear to be

other: 'You're not listening to me. No, you don't un- desirin to coperat beoly coperting

derstand!' desiring to cooperate but they are only cooperating
with respect to some limited framework X. They are
competing with respect to some larger framework X

One fundamental aspect of human communication then plus Y. The most common X plus Y is X, the frame-
is that it is terrifically adaptive, and robustcontaining work of cooperation plus Y, a consideration of whose
a number of sophisticated mechanisms such as expla- habits must change for mutually beneficial action in
nations that simultaneously facillitate social and work the framework X
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For instance, two tennis partners obviously both want am wrong, people will value me less' is an overgener-
to win the game Yet one is used to playing with both alization.
partners attempting to take the net. The other is used
to the 'one-up, one-back' strategy. They can get into Similarly, it is quite reasonable to believe that ex-
a real argument. What they are competing about is pressing something mathematically has advantages
basically who is going to change, whose opinion is and that if it is not expressed mathematically it may
wrong, and similar issues. This then, in a sense, is a be more difficult for me to use the ideas; it may even
second type of breakdown of communication. be so difficult that I choose not to bother. It is not

empirically based to believe that it is never worth you
A third case exists even within the framework of coop- while to attempt to understand things not expressed in
eration. This case of difficult communication exists equations.
when the presupposed conceptual frameworks of the
communicators is vitally discrepant. A computer pro- Nearly everyone, even quite psychotic people hold
grammer really wants to help a business person auto- rational as well as irrational beliefs. Very few people
mate his or her invoicing application and the business when asked whether they have to be perfect in every-
person really wants this to happen. However, each thing will say yes. However, very many people reject
party erroneously presumes more shared knowledge so completely evidence that they may be fundamental-
and viewpoint than in fact exists. ly wrong, that they act as though they must be per-

fect. It is bitter irony that most people can think and
A puzzle still remains however. If people have such feel much more clearly about the things that are less
sophisticated, graceful, robust communication mecha- important to them such as a crossword puzzle than
nisms, why do they not quite readily and spontaneous- they can about things that are much more important
ly overcome these communication blocks? such as their major decisions in work and love.

WIDESPREAD ANTI-PRODUCTIVE BELIEFS Now let us imagine someone who has done a certain
office procedure a certain way for many years. Then

The biggest stumbling blocks to effective communica- someone begins to explain a new procedure that is
tion are the individual communicator's beliefs. People claimed to work better. There are a number of wholly
oicaly hold beliefs which are not empirically based. To rational reasons why the experienced office worker
some extent, it is impossible not to. In order to sim- can be skeptical. But it is probably quite worthwhile
plify the world sufficiently to deal with it, we make to at least attempt to really understand the other
generalizations. If it turns out on closer inspection person's ideas before criticizing them. There are
that these genralizations are correct, we call it insight many non-empirically based beliefs that may interfer
while if it turns out that they are incorrect, we call it in the communication process. The experienced office
overgeneralization. worker may, for instance, notice the young age of the

systems analyst and believe that no-one so young
There are, however, a number of specific non- could really understand what is going on. They may
empirically based beliefs that people are particularly believe that if there is a better way, they shojld have
likely to believe which are anti-productive to commu- seen it themselves years ago and if they didn't they
nication. Among these are the following: 1. I must be must be an idiot. Since they didn't see it and they
understood; 2. If the other person disagrees with me, can't be an idiot, there must not be a better way.
they don't understand me; 3. My worth is equal to my They may just think to themselves it will be too hard
performance; 4. Things should be easy; 5. The world to learn a new way. Very effective individual therapy
must be fair; 6. If I have the feeling of knowing some- 1J7is based on trying to identify and change an
thing is true, it must be true; 7. If the other person individual's irrational beliefs. The focus of this paper
thinks my idea is wrong, the person thinks little of me; however is on how a computer system could aid com-
8. If this person's idea is wrong, the person is worth- munication by overcoming or circumventing such irra-
less; 9. I don't need to change -- they do; 10. Since I tional beliefs in those cases where communication
already know I'm right, it is a waste of time to really appears to break down.
try to see things from the other person's perspective.
11. If I comprehend something, in the sense that I can We know that people are capable of changing from a
rephrase it in 3 syntactically different way, that means narrow competition framework to a wider cooperative
I have processed deeply enough what the other person framework in order to communicate. People can re-
is saying. 12. I must tell the truth at all times no mat- solve differences about whose behavior needs to
ter what. 13. If they cannot put it in the form of an change. Normal communication has the mechanisms to
equation (or computer program, or complete sen- do these things: when they fail to happen it is often
tences, or English), they don't really know what they because of irrational beliefs which prevent people
are talking about and so it is not possibly in my inter- from attempting to see things from the other person's
est to listen. perspective.

Each of the above statements, has a correlated, less The tennis partner's disagreeing about what strategy
rigid, less extreme statement that is empirically based. to use will tend to resolve the disagreement without
For instance, if we really thought 'When I am wrong, detriment to their mutual goal of winning the game,
some people will temporarily value me less', that is a provided their thinking stays fairly close to the empiri-
valid generalization. In contrast, the thought 'When I cal level. If, however, one of the participants finds a
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ll,tw n tie other's thinking doit th ii overgeneralies and diructurility of current emotional state were en

,Isit 1 loks 'What an idiot That do. sn't logically hol- coded on i spatially separate channel from content
liiw How cdni anyone b- s) dumb But by the touken iressages Iinagine that the designer of the message

lth' ,ingly person probibly neans 'all-around had to choose what emotion or emotions they felt al 0
h.ii Now this is an extreneinly (winter-pr()ductive attempt toi honestly quantity these. This informatlo-
,ivi'i1 ',t&',litiitiiiii which wll tern to color tiet W lu he presented to the other person separately

S'i, s thillklg on other ISSLot'S 0 the game which fron the conteit statements One unfortunate human
-. within the scope )f Il - argument about weakness vould be overcome viz., the tendency to let

Wtli h tit'/ to Use Il exttemely ,rratioiral but not lhe emotional statement -- 'I am angry' intrude into
Sn uirirninin cases, the person Ina even express to the content of what is said.
thie other i irsorn verbally or non-, orbally that they
hav, genrerally low opinion oi their partner It either Now, suppose the computer network presented to the
potty becomeis angry, they ave also likely to mix up interpretter of this message a set of signals labelled
their messages about their iwn internal state with as follows: 'The person sending this message to you is
messages about the content of the game. Thus, 'I am currently producing the following emotional states in
angfry,' gets mixed with 'A serve to that person's themselves: Anger +7. Anxiety +4. Hurt +3, Depres-
harkhand will probably produce a weaker return.' The sion +2. Gladness -6.' Note that the attribution has
rosult may be a statement like 'Why can't you serve to also been shifted squarely to where it belongs -- on
his ha(kh,iid for a change. Such a statement is likely the person with the emotional state.

toi unCease the probability of serves to the forehand
oi dmble faults to the backhand. Now suppose further that when a person stated their

position, certain key words triggered a request by the
Ore oach person becomes angry with the other, they system for restatement. For instance, suppose a per-
arte almost certainly overgeneralizing to the extent that son typed in 'You always get what you want ' The sys-
they are believing that the only way to improve the tem may respond with: 'Regarding the word 'always'.
siual ion is for the other person to change their be- could you be more quantitative. First, in how many
havior in some way He should aoologize to me for instances during the last two weeks would you esti-
being such an idiot.' No active problem solving behav- mate that there have been occassions when that per-
ior remains directed where it belong,: 'How can I im- son would like to have gotten something but could not
prove the situation myself? How can I communicate get that thing?'
better' This is communication breakdown.

Unfortunately, asked lust such a question. an angry
4. THE POSSIBLE USES OF AN ACTIVE COMMU- person would probably become angrier and direct
NICATION CHANNEL some anger toward the active channel itself. A mar-

riage counselor is often caught in just this sort of
Now, let's lust for the sake of arguement, osiume or if bind, but can usually avoid escalating anger via empa-
you like III"",.,,r/ that what I have said so far is a useful thy and other natural mechanisms. How a computer-

perspective. What about the computer? In particular, ized system could avoid increasing anger remains a

what about using the power of the computer as a non- challenge.
transparent ACTIVE medium of communication? The
computer has been very successfully used as a way Another possibility would be for the channel to enforce
for people to communicate which allows the protocol for conflict resolution suggested by Rap-
speedirepetiton and demands precision. Is there also paport and others For instance, before stating your
a way for the computer to be used to enhance party- position, you would have to restate your opponent's
to-party communication in a way that helps defeat or position to their satisfaction.

,,et around the self-defeating beliefs that get in the
way of effective communication in situations where Needless to say, participants using such an active
parinpants have similar goals but are working in dif- interface would be apprized of the fact and voluntarily
ftrent tramiuworks? Can the computer aid in situations choose to use such an interface for their anticipated

where participants have partially similar goals but are mutual benefit in the same way that labor and man-
coincentrating on the differences.. or are unable to agement often agree to use a mediator or arbitrator to
arrive at conclusions that are in both parties self- help them reach an equitable solution. Unfortunately.
interest because of interferrence from a set of sepa- such a choice requires that both the people involved
rate Issues where they are in fundamental conflict? recopnmze that they are not perfect -- that their com-

munication ability could use an active channel This in
An entire technology equal to the one that has ad- itself presupposes some dismissal of the erroneous
dressed the speed/repetion precision issues could be belief that their worth EQUALS their performance.
built around this task Clearly I cannot provide this Most people are capable of doing this before they
techology myself in fifteen minutes or fifteen years. become emotionally upset and hence might well agree
Rut let me provide one example of the Aina of thing I ahead of time to using such a channel.
mean Suppose that one two people were disagreeing
and communicating via Visual Display Terminals con- 5. SUMMARY
nepre to a computer network Let us suppose that

the computpr network imposed a formalism on the In this paper, I reiterate the view that for many pur-
comrimcation Suppose. for example that strength poses, communication is best conceived of as a
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design-interpretation process rather than a sender-
receiver process Fundamental difficulties in two-
person communication occur in certain common situa-
tions. The incidence, exacerbation, and failure to
solve such communication problems by the parties
themselves can largely be traced to the high frequency
of strongly held anti-empirical belief systems. Finally,
it ,s suggested that the computer is a medium for hu-
mans to communicate with each other VIA. Viewed in
this way. possibilities exist for the computer to be-
come an .,rise and %eae.,ne rather than a pime. ranparent
Medium This could aid humans in overcoming or
circumventing communication blocking irrational be-
liefs in order to facillitate cooperative problem solving.
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WHAT DISCOURSE FEATURES AREN'T NEEDED IN ON-LINE DIALOGUE

Eleanor Wynn
Xerox Office Products Division

Palo Alto. California

It is very interesting as a social observer to track
the development of computer scientists involved in A!
and natural language-related research in theoretical
issues of mutual concern to computer sc itnce and the
social study of language use. The necessity of writing
programs that demonstrate the validity or invalidity of
conceptualizations and assumptions has caused computer
scientists to cover a lot of theoretical ground in a
very short time, or at least to arrive at a problem
area, and to see the problem fairly clearly, that is
very contemporary in social theory. 'here is in fact
a discrepancy between the leve! if s-rhistication
exhibited in locating the problem arma (forced by the
specific constraints of prograing work) and in the
theorizations concocted to solve the problem. Thus
we find computer scientists and stud,-nts of language use
from several disciplines converging :n their interest
in the mechanics and zotaphysic. of social interaction
and syecifically its linguisnic realization. Attermpts
to write natural language programs delivered the reali-
zation that even so basic a feature as nominal reference
is no simple thing. In order to give an -understander"
the wherewithal to answer simple questions about a text,
one had to provide it with an organized world in which
assumptions are inferred, in which exchanges are treated
as part of a coherent and minimally redundant text, in.
which things allow for certain actions and relations and
not others, and for which it is unclear how to store the
information about the world in such a way that it is
accessible for all its possible purposes and delivered
up in an appropriate way. Some of these were providable
and some weren't. Some Al workers have already moved
into the phenomenological perspective, Just from con-
fronting these problems -- a long way to go from the
assumptions of mathematics, science, and engineering
that they originally brought to the task.

Others, in their attempts to deal with issues of repre-
sentation and motivation in discourse, have started
recreating Legments of" the history of social theory.

This is the history and perspective that students of
social interaction bring with them to the problem. They
arrive at the problem area either through a theoretical
evolutionary process in which they reject the previous
stage of theory, and interaction is a good demonstration
of the limitations of that theory, or because they are
simply intrigued by observing the wealth of social
action with which they can identify as members, that ther study of naturally-occuring discourse provides.

In social theory, the ethnomethodological perspective
arose as a r spcnse to the:

1) political implication-
2) reificationz
3) unexamined assumptions
4) narrow filter on observation

presented by structural-functionalist theory.

This theory:

1) limits and constructs observatior fairly strictly
2) Justifies the status quo (whatever exists serves

a survival function)
3) posits a macro-organizatiun (well-defined

inntitutiono7 and r.les)
4) uses pln'onic id-.lizations :)f th' social order
5) is normaI iv,
6) doesn't -xplain change v,,ry well
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f i. in thts trory ,re in part an artif'act of The messinesFs, poential atiguity, iir.;feitness, etc.
*.-.'al posit Ivist-sci.'nt,..5'ie orientation in which of natural con/e-r.tia orn srv- many r' the purposes tha

n~re we acrutiva' inri to t reat the sert'ial world 'is a actors have, tre': iv one ' V intimacy arid mutual -
-n! .je."n .:id heri, to o'ru'ture the descript- ity by less arid ,-''O txpliit Far!'ace, dir;" ur'-'.

: . ; a way cc to make the social world Herein lies an isl -,rtart di:,t n'ti:t,, Ite hut .5 n0.
tr. At' .:-_dictioi; testing ind 'oritre]. The well perceived by workers t in A.u urt,ses can be, art
,..me'. £gi,, . r phensmenoa.gica. perspective typically are dis:'overed ir te ,.rse of interactIor.

i '''.' e "' i, pretension Lit it does rather tran planned. Purposes are thus emergent tr
r. t:' . ~...~ a ! , , . A . r!d whose' md .s- interaction rather than apriori org4anizing fprinciplef

7 r'en. i , .lay: r .. .r Fra .ces are cat - of i
t
,.

% teed ''''' :i which, th(,ugh
,wtt' ' gl 'ro" ' gnizeii 'r'.':, . in a conrtant Attempting to code', catalogue, regulate, formalize, mat

s , ... ion and confirmation, lends itself far explicit in advance those purposes is reminiscent of
o.: , rediction. in tact it i: clearly unpredictable. structuralist, pr,:itivist social theory. To t:.is ext,-nt,

computer scientists are recreating social theory, start-

... guas,"t it fprovides an ,nanogcy, though it it; partly ing from the point that is moat atienable to their hope:
'r .,harecse'r of' language thae al ws for the c'-istan' arid needs, and :, far lacking e ,' dialectic 'trat co.-

'. :' nvention in tbe so' ia w, rld. Language textualizes other developments in social theory.

'r. ir.:, :onstantly by means of :;everal mechanisms, !emong Ontogeny ha, not yet fully rcapitulated .hylogeny.

'n ,-, phntologi'al drift, usage requirements, meta- Extending the plans, goals, frames notion into the wider
!'r. r 'tretin, and social emulation based on values and s(,cial world (wider than a story understander), con-

i.. n3. For theoretical purposes, one of the most stitutes a platonic idealization and the ensuing probcer
veU.ar.e ftndings in Labov-s landmark quantitative of locating those idealizations somewhere, as if there
st di-s of phonological variation, was that social were large programs running in our heads (some of wnicn

,ai',es drive the distribution of optional variants from need debugging), or a; if there were somue accessible
in' speech occasion to another according to the per- pool of norms from which we draw each time we art. It

cc.'i'd formality of the occasion. In this manner, posits that we act 'ut these idealizations in our every-
vs. uec -- what individual: at different social levels day behavior, that our behavior constitutes realized

-'rsider to be prestigious articulations, drive phone- instances of this structure. This conflicts with a
'..,ical change in general. Linguistic fashions them- process" notion of interaction, which careful discours.

cries also change in resrotnse tr what, is currently analysis reveals, whereby participants are continually
usi, and change with or against the majority according trying out and signalling their participation in a
to the kind of identification desired to be made. Tutey mutual world, presumably because this is not from one
cannot be predicted in advance as such changes in value instance to the next pre-given. The great revelation o.
are typically discovered not planned. Very often discourse analysis in general, if I may be so sweeping,
changes in language use are derivative, based on a is the ability to observe the process of social action,
se'ondary or marginal meaning or usage, or discovered whereby the social world is essentially built up anew
analogy or metaphor of same existing locution. Thus a for the purpose at hand, and interactants can be seen

dynamic of social contrast: and identificat'rns, as welt sorting out the agreed-on premises from those that need
as social mobility and a§prations thereto, as well as to be established between them.
socially situated invention, are deeply connected to

linguistic issues, including language change and the There are two kinds of concerns here that bear upon on-
concept of distribution rules, in an empirically observ- line dialogue research. One is the notion of person,
able and countable way. These and other social dynamics social identity, etc. The other is the notion of
op,'rate no less for more complex discourse phenomena, interaction as a reality testing mechanism that ground
arni account for large portions of obse-rved discourse the indivIdual in a chosen point of view from among th-

strategies. many interpretations available to him for any gie,
"event". Bth of these notions differentiate 'he cm-

t "sally, when a soiol ingui c', sociologist, sr ant.hr..- puter from a person as an interact ant. Sorting tt

p2'-ogist 1 oks at language -ise, what they attend to are dialogue issues that embody these notions, narrows down
'h," lisclosed social practic's. Being aware of, and the field of concerns that are relevant for building

f'oDissing on social context, with a history of social "robust" on-line dialogue systems.
"h,-try ,r an historically developed set of concepts for
4 o,'.el action in mind, alert.: one to many attribates of All social systems, including non-human ones, display
'h cs . -ccasrn for interaction: th" possible social social differentiation. This is a central nttion tha'

i. otiti's and relationships of the participants, the the AT path of evolution does not. tring to the study t.f

:es'1eived outcomes and the social significance of mean- discourse. On the c ntrary, discourse ;robles, ac',
cNi3 generated in the course of the interaction, as well treated as if there were a universality among potential

-i '.) structural and habittaal featires that reflect interactants. This fits very nicely with a latonic

t -',al requirement.r (viz. the "recognition" requirement perspective. Kling and Scacchi have referred to this r
%7o a prerequisite to interaclion's taking place at all the rationalist perspective, and they cite claims made

in the particrular form, a- discussed by Schegloff). for simulation and modelling as their illustration of
how exponents of this perspective fail to make even grc.s

Th fact tsat a background of' shared knowledge about the social distinctions:
w-,rtd is assumed emerges from an examinatior, of what is
"xxicitly stated ind from the observation that what is "Neglecting the obiter dicta claim that modelling and
-xr icit is in some way "in'omplete", partial, not a simulation are 'app] icable to essentially all ,roblem-

itemization of 4hat is communicated and understood. solving and d'cision-making,' prsumrably including
Si. also. the case that to spell out all the asstump- ethical decisions, tne is left with an odd account of

w- : ttuild be unbearably t im.-consuming, redundant t, the problem of modellir.. Models are 'far from ubiqui-
U pirpose, bring, 'rnd p'ofsibly an infinite regress; teus' and 'the trouble is' they are' difficult and costly
ees 'his practice woul i i, r,.ov-r fail tt accomplish all to develop and ise. But the' a. rr'o1 riat'ness of modell-

It, , rversational nary e wi.ih require negotiatin, ing is not linked by (rational perspectivists) to any
nIi ding ipq f) a point of mut-al orientation and accord, discernible 7otial set'ing or the interests of its

'. * I.e " " of one person by ano' her for a real or participaret. (Their) claims ar not aimed at policy-
imaginary gain. (cf Simmel making it. ptirtiit r. They -ild int'u- simulations
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for engineering design as well as for projecting the search for common ground or reality are basic motives
costs of new urban development. However. their for interaction, along with confirmations of member-
comments typify the rational perspective when it is ship and solidarity etc., as described in the work of
applied to information systems in policy-making; the Schegloff and of much earlier writers like Malinowski
presumption is that differences in social settings make and Simmel.
no difference."

Rather than working from careful and detailed observa-
Work in socio-linguistics, on the other hand, has tions of the real world, excepting such innovators as
focussed on how speech varies by situation, by relation- Grosz and Robinson, many computer scientists exhibit a
ship, by purpose and by many other constraints that de- tendency to develop their -models" of interaction by
pend upon both a typification of the other from a conceptualizing from the perspective of the machine and
complex set of loose attributes and the discovery of his its capabilities or possible capabilities. Discourse
unique behavior in the situation. The notion of a features may be selected for attention and speculation
linguistic "repertoire" expresses people's demonstrated because they offer either a machine analog or a machine
ability and propensity to adjust their speech at almost contrast. Thus we people are attributed information
every analytic level, down to the phonolog', to their structures, search procedures and other conztructs whirch
perception of the situation and the audience. There are are handy metaphors from the realm of computerdom; and
variations in people's skill at this, but all do it. To it would be especially handy if we were in fact con-
the extent that they don't do it, they risk being in- structed according to these clean notions, so that our
appropriate and not getting rewards from interaction, thinking and behavior could be modelled. (In all fair-
(see F. Erickson for a study of the outcomes of inter- ness, I know computers have "guys" running around
active strategies in ethnically mixed interactions.) inside them, "going" places, "looking for" stuff, trying

out things, getting excited or upset, going nuts, giving
The structuralist perspective again may be an appealing up, etc.)
way for computer scientists to approach the problem of
differentiation o persons, as it posits an essentially Working from the machine perspective can lead to some
limited set of "roles" of fairly fixed attributes, and gross observational oversights, and the authors of the
posits as well an ordered hierarchical arrangement of oversight I-ve picked as an example will hopefully in-
those roles. With this framework in mind it is rela- dulge me. The implicit confirmationhypothesis (Hayes
tively easier to imagine a computer as a viable partici- and Reddy) could never have been hypothesized by anyone
pant in a social interaction, as it should be possible who studies language behavior from a social perspective,
to construct an identifiable role for it. With this as one of the oldest conversational observations around
rather flat view of human social perception it is also is the explicit confirmation observation. The phatic
possible to imagine a person requiring of a computer co-munion notion is over 30 years old, and is perhaps
that it behave appropriately in a conversation, without the first attention given to those features of inter-
regard for the fact that a computer can only satisfy a action whichwere initially considered to carrj little or
very limited set of purposes for that person in inter- no observable propositional content or information.
action. In fact people know perfectly well many of the Included in these behaviorsare those discourse "fillers"
things computers can't do for them or to them, things that signal to the speaker he is being received with no
which other people can do and hence which need to be problem, that the listener is still paying attention
taken into account in dealing with other people. And (even more basic than confirming), and that the listener
they are able to differentiate for the purpose of inter- is a participant in the rhythm of the interaction even
action among infinitely many people, and states of mind though he is producing little speech at the moment. The
or situation those people can be in. "rights" and -hehhehheh's" of the current natural con-

versation transcription conventions are absolutely per-
The other feature of interaction between people, reality- vasive and omnipresent. Nods, "hm's", gaze, prompt
testing, is less well understood than differentiation, questions, frowns, smiles, exclamations of wonder, are
which is a veritable solid ground of social understand- all explicit confirmatlon devices constantly used in
ing. However, it can be seen in interactions, even very conversation, and occur especiallywhennew propositions
simple task-oriented ones such as I described in my or details essential to building a story arc presented.
thesis, that people are also always accessing each other Speakers are also often tentative and reformulate at any
for a view of the world, for agreement, disagreement, evidence of withheld confirmation, like a "blank stare"
and a framework for interpreting. Diffuse explanation or a frown from the audience.
mechanisms(Wynn, 1979) also exhibit the tendency of
speaker to nail down the audience-s perception of him- Therefore it is by no means ungraceful to explicitly
self to the framework of interpretation desired by him, confirm, and on the other hand, it takes very little to
as an implicit acknowledgement of possible variance, do so. But the point is this: even if the implicit con-
What is often uncertain in an actor's "model" or pro- firmation hypothesis were true (and I pick it because
Jection, or understanding of the other participants or it is an available example and very easy to reject--
observers, is their view of the actor himself. To this other notions would do as well but require a more
end, he fills in and guides the interpretation with detailed attack), it would be no reason to exclude this
additional context any time he perceives an occasion for feature from a computer dialogue nor to suppose that it
misinterpretation, sometimes to the point of logical would pose people any difficulty in handling a dialogue
absurdity (but ractical appropriateness if "lot vith a machire. The discourse supporting activities of
necessity), natural conversation always address practical concerns.

If a new concern should arisebecause of newconstraints--
Since a computer is not an actor in the social world, e.g. that the interactant is a machine--theo" will be
its interpretations, both of oneself and of "events" -- incorporated in the ongoing details or communication.
p,rceived social phenomena-- don't really count. A com- For instance. when it is obvious someone is having diffi-
piter can provide facts about the world within a well- culty speakin- and understanding English, we unhesita-
understood framework, but it cannot provide the kind of tingly drop all ellipsis and give full articulation of
context that comes from being a participant in social every sound, even though this produces great redundancy
life, nor a validation of another's perception, except in the message for purposes of communicating with
to the extent that matters of "fact" or true-false dis- another native speaker, and is moreover extremely
tinctions allow this. And in these cases, the person unhabitual.
supplies this validation himself from the information.
This may be a moot point, but I maintain that the search
for agreement, confirmation, etc., and the related
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In fact, the social role of the computer is perhaps I wish I could now deliver the part of the paper that

most like that of a foreigner. We assume a foreign would be of most interest: what a dialogue system

individual whose English is poor to have an ability should contain and how it can make available those

to communicate, perhaps a rudimentary grammar and contents in order to realize the purposes just stated.

vocabulary of our language, and a set of customs, Instead I have addressed myself to what look like

some of which overlap with ours. But we can't take common fallacies that I see in attem;trir to incorpor-

the specifics of any of these things for granted. porate natural language dialogue is3,Aes into cc=piter

There is very little in the way of a background of dialogue issues without access to the social under-

practices or assumptions to work with. But here the standings embedded in social interaction research.
analogy ends.

Presumably, we won't be going to on-line dialogue
programs to chit-chat. The purposes will be fairly
well-defined and circumscribed. People will interact
with a computer:

1) because there is no person available
2) because there is limited social confront in

accessing expert information from a computer,
so it is available in a metaphorical sense

3) because the computer has specialized abilities

and resources not found in a single individual
4) because it coordinates non- local information and
5) is maximally up-to-date -- changes in status and

the news of this are concurrently available and

6) the outcome of one's own interaction with the
system may be animmediately registered action,
like reserving a space and hence making one less
space available to subsequent users

7) because actual searching (as opposed to the
metaphoric kind attributed to our minds by
cognitive scientists) of a large database may

be required and the computer is much better

and faster at this than we are.

In other words, our reasons, certainly our most solid

and fulfillable reasons, for consulting computersand

engaging in discourse with them will beto find out
things relating to a framework we already have. The

computer needs to know a few things about us and
especially our language, and especially needs to know

boy to ask usto clarify what we said, even to present
menus of intentions for us to choose from as a response
to something unexecutable by it. But more than anything,

it needs to be able to make its structure of informa-
tion clear to us. In this sense it will satisfy

certain -person- properties -- we have working notions
of at least the parameters and starting points for

negotiation with people. Whereas with computers we
have at best an entry strategy for an unfamiliar
system, but very little to go on in common knowledge

for assessing its informedness or even consistency.

So on-line dialogue should not be like person-to-person

dialogue in many respects. For instance, being overly
explicit with a person is an indication of a judgment
we have made about their competence. This Judgment is
quite likely to be offensive if it's wrong. (Schegloff)

This is not likely to be a problem with a computer from
an experiential social action point of view. Who cares

if the computer cannot perceive that we are competent
members of some social category defined bya more or
less common body of knowledge: lie will have no problem

in telling it what level to address in dealing with us,

if it has any such levels of explicitness, nor in gear-
ing our own remarks to the appropriate level once we
find out what it can digest. On-line dialogue systems

therefore have an ongoing task of representing them
selves, not the whole interactive world; and designers

need not concern themselves so much with providing their
systems with models of users, but rather providing users

withPlear models of the system they are interacting

with. These are the major concerns, obviously.
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Interactive Discourse: Looking to the Future
Panel Chair's Introduction

Bonnie Lynn Webber
University of Pennsylvania

In any technological field, both short-term and long-
term research can be aided by considering where that
technology might be ten, twenty, fifty years down the
pike. In the field of natural language interactive
systems, a 21 year vision is particularly apt to con-
sider, since it brings us to the year 2001. One well-
known vision (I] of 2001 includes the famous computer
named Hal - one offspring, so to speak, of the major
theoretical and engineering breakthrough in computers
that Clarke records as having occurred in the early
1980's. This computer Hal is able to understand and
converse in perfect idiomatic English (written and
spoken) with the crew of the spacecraft Discovery. And
not just task-oriented dialogues, mind you!

Hal is a far cry from today's prototype natural language
query systems, intelligent CAI-systems, diagnostic as-
sistance systems, and Kurzweil machines. For one thing,
Hal is not just responsive: he takes the initiative.
His first documented utterance on board the spacecraft
Discovery comes at a time when the crewmen Bowman and
Poole are engrosstd in a fading vision screen image of
Poole's family on Earth, on the occasion of Poole's

) birthday.

"Sorry to interrupt the festivities," said flak,
"but we have a problem."

Not only can Hal converse in perfect idiomatic English,
but he is a master of problem context (Panel 1) and
social context (Panel 2) as welll

Now Hal is clemrly where we currently are not at, and
2001 is clearly only one man's vision (albeit a very
special man). Yet Clarke's depiction of Hal raises sev-
eral issues, which along with other ones, provide a cue
for the current panel discussion. The issues include:

1. Where is it that we want to have, must have, can ex-
pect to have, or conversely, should not have to have,
Natural Language Interactive Systems?

2. barring Clarke's reliance on the triumph of automat-
ic neural network generation, what are the major hurdles
that still need to be overcome before Natural Language
Interactive Systems become practical?

3. What effects can we expect, deriving from the avail-
ability of, what to me seem, almost magical developments
in hardware?

4. Are there practical (and acceptable) alternatives to
interacting with machines in natural language in the
various situations that provide a positive answer to
question I?

5. Should we be shooting for spoken Natural Language
interactions - either input or output or both - or
should we not, like Clarke, go the whole way and expect
our machines to read lips as well.

REFERENCES

1. Clarke, Arthur C., 2001: A Space Odyssey, New Ameri-
can Library. 1968.
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PROSPECTS FOR PRACTICAL NATURAL LANrFJ~kGE SYSTEMS

Larry R. Harris
Artificial Intelligence Corporation

Newton Centre, Mass. 02159

As the author of a "practical" NL data base NL capability within the confines of data base
query system, one of the suggested topics for query is of siqnific'nt practical value in

this panel is of particular interest to me. their environment. These statements plus the
The issue of what hurdles remain before Nl, fact that a substantial body of users employ
systems become practical Itrikes particulary NL data base query in daily productive use
close to home. ks someone with a more clearly meets the spirit of a "practical" 1L
pragmatic view of NL processing, my feeling system.
is, not surprisingly, that we already have the
capability to con struct practical NL systems. The main point of my remarks is not to debate
Significant enhancement of existing man- the semantics of practicality, but to point
machine communication is possible within the out that whatever level of utility has been
current NL technology if we set our sights achieved, is due only in small part to the
appropriately and are willing to take the sophistication of the NL component. The
additional effort to craft systems actually utility comes primarily from a custom ficting
worthy of being used. The missing link isn't of the NL component to the exact requirements
a utopian parsing algorithm yet to be of the domain; and from the painstaking
discovered. The hurdles to practical ML crafting of the lexicon and grammar to achieve
systems are of a much more conventional tha necessary density of linguistic coverage.
variety that require, as Edison said, more In a sense, practicality is derived from a
perspiration than inspiration, pragmatic approach that emphasizes proper

performance on the vast bulk of rather
It should be clear that none of my remarks uninteresting dialog, rather than focusing on
conflict with the obvious fact that NL the much smaller portion of intellectually
research has miles to go and that there are challenging input. A NL system that is
innumerable unresolved issues that will extrememly robust within well-defined
continue to require research beyond the limitations is far more practical than a
foreseeable future. Our understanding of NL system of greater sophistication that has
has merely scratched the surface, and it is large gaps in the coverage.
fair to say that we don't even understand what
all the problems are, muchless their solution. kttaining this required level of robustness
But by using the powerful techniques that have and density of linguistic coverage is not
already resulted from NL research in extremely necessarily as intellectually challenging as
restricted micro-worlds it is possible to basic research, nor is it necessarily even
attain a high enough level of performance to worthy of publication. But let's not kid
be of practical value to a significant user ourselves -- it is absolutely necessary to
community. It is these highly specialized achieve a practical capability! It has never
systems that can be made practical using the been clear to me that members of the ACL were
existing technology, interested in practical NL systems, nor is it

clear that they should be. But I think that it
I will not speculate on when a general NL is fair to say that there aren't many
capability will become practical, nor will I practical NL systems because there aren't very
speculate on whether the creation of practical many people trying to build them! I would
specialized systems will contribute to the estimate, on the basis of my experience, that
creation of a more general capability. The it takes an absolute minimum of 2 years, and
fact that there is a clear need for improved probably more like 3 years, to bring a
man-machine commu-ication and that current successful research prototype NL system to the
specialized systems can be built to meet that level of practicality. This "development"
need, is reason enough to construct them. process is well known in virtually all.

scientific and engineering disciplines. It is
The issue of whether practical specialized NL only our naivete of software engineering that
systems can now be built is, in my opinion, causes us to underestimate the magnitude of
not a debatable issue. Those of us on this this process. I'm afraid the prospects for
panel and other researchers in the field, practical NL systems look bleak as long as we
simply don't have the right to determine have many NL researchers and few NL
whether a system is practical. Only the users developers.
of such a system can make that determination.
Only a user can decide whether the NL
capability constitutes sufficient added value
to be deemed practical. Only a user can
decide if the system's frequency of
inappropriate response is sufficiently low to Pruitt, J., "k user's experience with ROBOT,"

be deemed practical. Only a user can decide Proceedings of the Fourth knnual kDABAS

whether the overall NL interaction, taken in User's Meeting, Npril, 1977.
toto, offers enough benefits over alternative
formal interactions to be deemed practical. O'Donnell, J., "Experience with ROBOT at

DuPont," Natural Computer Conference Panel,

If we accept my point that practicality is in May, 198n.
the eyes of the user, then we are led to the
inescapable conclusion that practical NL
systems can now he built, because several
commercial users of such a system (Pruitt,
O'Donnell have gone on record stating that the
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FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS

Gary C. Hendrix
SRI International

Preparation of this paper was supported by the Defense Advance Research Projects Agency
under contract N00039-79-C-0118 with the Naval Electronic Systems Command. The views
expressed are those of the author.

A. Introduction individuals outside the limits of its own close-knit

For over two decades, researchers in artificial community? As long as the answer remains "virtually

intelligence and computational linguistics have sought nothing," our work will generally be viewed as an ivory

to discover principles that would allow computer tower enterprise. As soon as the answer becomes a set

systems to process eatural languages such as English. of useful computer systems, we will be viewed as the

This work has been pursued both to further the people who produce such systems and who aspire to

scientific goals of providing a framework for a produce better ones.

computational theory of natural-language communication My point here is that the commercial marketplace
and to further the engineering goals of creating will tend to judge both our science and our engineering
computer-based systems that can communicate with their in terms of our existing or potential engineering
human users in human terms. Although the goal of products. This is, of course, rather unfair to the
fluent machine-based nautral-language understanding science; but I believe that it bodes well for our
remains elusive, considerable progress has been made future. After all, most of the current sponsors of
and future prospects appear bright both for the research on computational linguistics understand the
advancement of the science and for its application to scientific nature of the enterprise and are likely to
the creation of practical systems. continue their support even in the face of minor

In particular, after 20 years of nurture in the successes on the engineering front. The impact of an

academic nest, natural-language processing is beginning engineering arm can only add to our field's basis of

to test its wings in the commercial world [8]. By the support by bringing in new suport from the commercial

end of the decade, natural-language systems are likely sector.

to be in widespread use, bringing computer resources to One note of caution is appropriate, however.
large numbers of non-computer specialists and bringing There is a real possibility that as commercial
new credibility (and hopefully new levels of funding) enterprises enter the natural-language field, they will

* to the research community, seek to build in-house groups by attracting researchers
from universities and nonprofit institutions. Although

B. Basis for Optimism this would result in the creation of more jobs for
computational linguists, it would also result in

My optimism is based on an extrapolation of three proprietary barriers being established between research
major trends currently affecting the field: groups. The net effect in the short term might

(1) The emergence of an engineering/applications actually be to retard scientific progress.

discipline within the computational-
linguistics community. D. The State of Applied Work

(2) The continuing rapid development of new 1. Accessing Databases
computing hardware coupled with the beginning
of a movement from time-eharing to personal Currently, the most commercially viable task

computers. for natural-language processing is that of providing
access to databases. This is because databases are

(3) A shift from syntax and semantics as the among the few types of symbolic knowledge
principle objects of study to the development representations that are computationally efficient, are
of theories that cast language use in terms in widespread use, and have a semantics that is well
of a broader theory of goal-motivated understood.
behavior and that seek primarily to explain In the last few years, several stems,
how a speaker's cognitive state motivates him including LADDER 19], PLANES [29], REL [26], and ROBOT
to engage in an act of communication, how a
speaker devises utterances with which to [8], have achieved relatively high levels of
perform the act, and how acts of proficiency in this area when applied to particular

communication affect the cognitive states of databases. ROBOT has been introduced as a commercialearers product that runs on large, mainframe computers. A

pilot REL product is currently under development that
will run on a relatively large personal machine, the HP

C. Th_eImpact of !gineering 9845. This system, or something very much like it,

The emergence of an engineering discipline may seems likely to reach the marketplace within the next

strike many researchers in the field as being largely two or three years. Should ROBOT- and REL-like systems

detached from the mainstream of current work. But I prove to be commercial successes, other systems with

believe that, for better or worse, this discipline will increasing levels of sophistication are sure to follow.

have a major and continuing influence on our research
comunity. The public at large tends, often unfairly, 2. Immediate Problems
to view a science through the products and concrete
results it produces, rather than through the mysteries A major obstacle currently limiting the
of nature it reveals. Thus, the chemist is seen as the commercial viability of natural-language access to
person who produces fertilizer, food coloring and nylon databases is the problem of telling systems about the
stockings% the biologist finds cures for diseases; and vocabulary, concepts and linguistic constructions
the physicist produces moon rockets, semiconductors, associated with new databases. The most proficient of
and nuclear power plants. What has computational the application systems have been hand-tailored withlinguistics produced that has affected the lives of extensive knowledge for accessing just ONE database.

Some systems (e.g., ROBOT and REL) have achieved a
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degree of transportability by using the database itself facility, users of the new personal machines will need

as a source of knowledge for guidig linguistic to be more self reliant. Yet, as the use of personal
proceases. However, the knowledge available in the computers spread, these users are likely to be

database is generally rather limited. High-performance increasingly less sophisticated about computation.

systems need access to information about the larger Thus, there will be an increasing demand to make

enterprise that provides the context in which the personal computers easier to use. As the price of

database is to be used. computation drops (and the price of human labor

As pointed out by Tennant 271, users who are continues to soar), the use of sophisticated means for

given natural-language access to a da e einteracting intelligently with a broad class of
only to retrieve information directly stored there, but computer users will become more and more attractive and
also to compute reasonable derivative information, demands for natural-language interfaces are likely to

For example, if a database has the location of two mushroom.

ships, users will expect the system to be able to
provide the distance between them--an item of F. Future Directions for Basic Research
information not directly recorded in the database, but 1. The Research Base

easily computed from the existing data. In general,

any system thatis to be widely accepted by users must Work on computational linguistics appears to
not only provide access to database information, but be focusing on a rather different set of issues than
must also enhance that primary information by providing those that received attention a few years ago. In
procedures that calculate secondary attributes from the particular, mechanisms for dealing with syntax and the
data actually stored. Data enhancement procedures are literal propositional content of sentences have become
currently provided by LADDER and a few other hand-built fairly well understood, so that now there is increasing
systems. But work is needed to devise means for interest in the study of language as a component in a
allowing system users to specify their own database broader system of goal-motivated behavior. Within this
enhancement functions and to couple their functions framework, dialogue participation is not studied as a
with the natural-language component. detached linguistic phenomenon, but as an activity of

Efforts are now underway (e.g. [26] [13]) to the total intellect, requiring close coordination

simplify the task of acquiring and coding the knowledge between language-specific and general cognitive

needed to transport high-performance systems from one processing.

database to another. It appears likely that soon much Several characteristics of the communicative
of this task can be automated or performed by a use of language pose significant problems. Utterances
database administrator, rather than by a computational are typically spare, omitting information easily
linquist. When this is achieved, natural-language inferred by the hearer from shared knowledge about the

access to data is likely to move rapidly into domain of discourse. Speakers depend on their hearers
widespread use. to use such knowledge together with the context of the

preceding discourse to make partially specified ideas
E. New Hardware precise. In addition, the literal content of an

utterance must be interpreted within the context of the
VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration of computer beliefs, goals, and plans of the dialogue participants,

circuits on single chips) is revolutionizing the so that a hearer can move beyond literal content to the
computer industry. Within the last year, new personal intentions that lie behind the utterance. Furthermore,
computer systems have been announced that, at it is not sufficient to consider an utterance as being
relatively low cost, will provide throughputs rivaling addressed to a single purpose; typically it serves
that of the Digital Equipment KA-lO, the time-sharing multiple purposes: it highlights certain objects and
research machine of choice as recently as seven years relationships, conveys an attitude toward them, and
ago. Although specifications for the new machines provides links to previous utterances in addition to
differ, a typical configuration will support a very communicating some propositional content.
large (32 bit) virtual address space, which is

impotan fo knwlede-itenivenatual-angageAn examination of the current state of the
important for knowledge-intensive natural-language art in natural-language processing systems reveals
processing, and will provide approximately 20 megabytes several deficiencies in the combination and

of local storage, enough for a reasonable-sims coordination of language-specific and general-purpose
database, reasoning capabilities. Although there are some

Such machines will provide a great deal of systems that coordinate different kinds of languae-
personal computing power at costs that are initially specific capabilities [3] [12] [20] [16] [30] [17],
not much greater than those for a single user's access and some that reason about limited action scenarios

to a time-shared system, and that are likely to fall [21] [15] [19] [25] to arrive at an interpretation of
rapidly. Hardware costs reductions will be what has been said, and others that attempt to account
particularly significant for the many small research for some of the ways in which context affects meaning
groups that do not have enough demand to justify the [7] [10] [18] [14], one or more of the following
purchase of a large, time-shared machine, crucial limitations is evident in every natural-

The new generation of machines will have the language processing system constructed to date:

virtual address space and the speed needed to overcome Interpretation is literal (only propositional
many of the technical bottlenecks that have hampered content is determined).
research in the past. For example, researchers may be

ableto pen les tie wrryng bouthowto ptiizeThe user's knowledge and beliefs are assumed to beable to spend less time worrying about how to optimize identical with the system's.

inner loops or how to split large programs into

multiple forks. The effort saved can be devoted to the The user's plans and goals (especially as distinct
problems of language research itself. from those of the system) are ignored.

The new machines will also make it economical to Initial progress has been made in overcoming some of

bring considerable computing to people in all sectors these limitations. Wilensky [28] has investigated the

of the economy, including government, the military, use of goals and plans in a computer system that

small business, and to smaller units within large interprets stories see also [221 [4]. Allen and

businesses. Detached from the computer wizards that Perrault [I] and Cohen [6] have examined the

staff the batch processing center or the time-shared interaction between beliefs and plans in task-oriented
dialogues and have implemented a system that uses
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information about what its "hearer" knows in order to Information Science: One of the greatest
plan and to recognize a limited set of speech acts resources of our society is the wealth of knowledge
(Sarle [23] (24 ). These efforts have demonstrated recorded in natural-language texts, but there are major

the viability of incorporating planning capabilities in obstacles to placing relevant texts in the hands ef

a natural-language processing system, but more robust those who need them. Even when texts are made
reasoning and planning capabilities are needed to available in machine-readable form, jocuments relevant
approach the smooth integration of language-specific to the solution of particular problems are notoriously

and general reasoning capabilities required for fluent difficult to locate. Although computational
communication in natural language. linguistics has no ready solution to the problems of

information science, I believe that it is the only real
2. Some Predictions source of hope, and that the future is likely to bring

increased cooperation between workers in the two
Basic research provides a leading indicator fields.

with which to predict new directions in applied science Multimedia Communication: The use of natural
and engineering; but I know of no leading indicator for language is, of course only one of several means of

basic research itself. About the best we can do is to comgunicaio cvilbe onhumons In vewin anguag
communication available to humans. In viewing language

consider the current state of the art, seek to identify use from a broader framework of goal-directed activity,
central problems, and predict that those problems will the use of other media and their possible interactions
be the ones receiving the moat attention. with language, with one another, and with general-

The view of language use as an activity of purpose problem-solving facilities becomes increasingly
the total intellect makes it clear that advances in important as a subject of study.
computational linguistics will be closely tied to Many of the most central problems of
advances in research on general-purpose common-sense
reasoning. Hobbs for example, has argued that 10 computational linguistics come up in the use of any

H I, fmedium of communication. For example, one can easily
seemingly different and fundamental problems of imagine something like speech acts being performed
computational linguistics may all be reduced to ihroune sometiegolipicsueec ad bes perr an

problems of common-sense deduction, and Cohen's work through the use of pictures and gestures rather than
clearly ties language to planning. through utterances in language. In fact, these types

of communicative acts are what people use to
The problems of planning and reasoning are, communicate when they share no verbal language in

of course, central problems for the whole of AI. But common.
computational linguistics brings to these problems its
own special requirements, such as the need to consider As computer systems with high-quality

the beliefs, goals, and possible actions graphics displays, voice synthesizers, and other typesthebelefs golsandposibl acion of multiple of output devices come into widespread use, an

agents, and the need to precipitate the achievement of otput devic come et wiespr a ue anmultplegoas troug th peforanceof ctins ith interesting practical problem will be that of deciding

multiple goals through the performance of actions with what medium or mixture of media is most appropriate for
multiple-faceted primary effects. There are similar peetn nomto ouesudragvnstoneed inothr aplictios, ut owhee d thy aise presenting information to users under a given set of
needs in other applications, but nowhere do they arise circumstances. I believe we can look forward to rapid

more naturally than in human language. progress on the use of multimedia communication,

In addition to a growing emphasis on general- especially in mixtures of text and graphics (e.g., as
purpose reasoning capabilities, I believe that the next in the use of a natural-language text to help explain a
few years will see an increased interest in natural- graphics display).
language generation, language acquisition, information- Spoken Input: In the long term, the greatestscience applications, multimedia communication, and _ nt:ntelogerheraes
speeche promise for a broad range of practical applications

lies in accessing computers through (continuous) spoken

Generation: In comparison with language, rather than through typed input. Given its
interpretation, generation has received relatively tremendous economic importance, I believe a major new
little attention as a subject of study. One attack on this problem is likely to be mounted before
explanation is that computer systems have more control the end of the decade, but I would be uncomfortable

over output than input, and therefore have been able to predicting its outcome.
rely on canned phrases for output. Whatever the reason Although continuous speech input may be some
for past neglect, it is clear that generation deserves

years away, excellent possibilities currently exist forincreased attention. As computer systems acquire more the creation of systems that combine discrete word

complex knowledge bases, they will require better means tecretion of systms tatucombindsre ord

of communicating their knowledge. More importantly, recognition with ractical natural-language processing.
for a system to carry on a reasonable dialogue with' Such systems are well worth pursuing as an important
user, it must not only interpret inputs but also interim step toward providing machines with fully

natural communications abilities.
respond appropriately in context, generating responses

that are custom tailored to the (assumed) needs and
mental state of the user. C. Problems of Technology Transfer

Hopefully, much of the same research that is The expected progress in basic research over the
needed on planning and reasoning to move beyond literal next few years will, of course, eventually have

content in interpretation will provide a basis for considerable impact on the development of practical
sophisticated generation. systems. Even in the near term, basic research is

Acquisition: Another generally neglected certain to produce many spinoffs that, in simplified

area, at least computationally, is that of language form, will provide practical benefits for applied

acquisition. Berwick [2] has made an interesting systems. But the problems of transferring scientific

start in this area with his work on the acquisition of progress from the laboratory to the marketplace must

grammar rules. Equally important is work on not be underestimated. In particular, techniques that
work well on carefully selected laboratory problems are

acquisition of new vocabulary, either through reasoning
by analogy [53 or simply by being told new words [131. often difficult to use on a large-scale basis.

Because language acquisition (particularly vocabulary (Perhaps this is because of the standard scientific

acquisition) is essential for moving natural-language practice of selecting as a subject for experimentation
systems to new domains, I believe considerable the simplest problem exhibiting the phenomena of

resources are likely to be devoted to this problem and interest.)

that therefore rapid progress will ensue.
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An an example of this difficulty, consider
knowledge representation. Currently, conventional
database management systems (DBMSs) are the only
systems in widespread use for storing symbolic
information. The Al community, of course, has a number
of methods for maintaining more sophisticated knowledge
bases of, say, formulas in first-order logic. But
their complexity and requirements for great amounts of
computer resources (both memory and time) have
prevented any such systems from becoming a commercially
viable alternative to standard DBMSs.

I believe that systems that maintain models of the
ongoing dialogue and the changing physical context (as
in, for example, (rosz [7] and Robinson [19]) or that
reason about the mental states of users will eventually
become important in practical applications. But the
computational requirements for such systems are so much
greater than those of current applied systems that they
will have little commercial viability for some time.

Fortunately, the linguistic coverage of several
current systems appears to be adequate for many
practical purposes, so commercialization need not wait
for more advanced techniques to be transferred. On the
other hand, applied systems currently are only barely
up to their tasks, and therefore there is a need for an
ongoing examination of basic research results to fiqd
ways of repackaging advanced techniques in cost-
effective formi.

In general, the basic science and the application
of computational linguistics should be pursued in
parallel, with each aiding the other. Engineering can
aid the science by anchoring it to actual needs and by
pointing out new problems. Basic science can provide
engineering with techniques that provide new
opportunities for practical application.
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NATURAL LANGUAGE INThIAACTIUN WITH MACHINES:
A PAS5IHG FA?

OR

THE WAY Of THE FUTURE?

A. kichael Noll
American Telephone and Telegraph Company

Basking Ridge, New Jersey 07920

People communicate primarily by two modes: acoustic mode will probably be dependent upon the specific

-- the spoken word; and visual -- the written word. application. For example, textual messages might be

It is therefore natural that people would expect both easier to enter by keyboard and to read on a CRT

their communications with machines to likewise use screen than speaking to a recording machine and
these two modes. listening to a recorded message. However, social

chatting might be best over the telephone. However,

To a considerable extent, speech is probably the most arranging a date with a stranger might be less

natural of the natural-language modes. Hence, a revealing if done in the textual mode. Considerable

fascination exists with machines that responO to opportunities exist for basic research to explore the

spoken commands with synthetic speech responses to suitability of these alternate modes for different

create a natural-language interactive discourse. communications applications.

However, although vast amounts of research and

development effort have been expended in the search The fascination of technologists with speech-synthesis

for systems that understand human speech and respond chips is about to result in a variety of stand-alone

with synthetic speech, the goal of the perfect system appliances that speak. Ovens that state when the

remains a; elusive as ever. Systems for producing roast is done, washing machines that call for the

natural-sounding speech for large vocabularies with addition of fabric softeners. automobiles that inform

unrestricted grammatical structures and for recog- the driver that the door is open, and many other

nixing spoken speech for large vocabularies with applications will soon abound in the marketplace. In

unlimited grammatical structures and any number of moat of these applications, synthetic speech will

talkers are still beyond the state of linguistics and substitute for a lamp or other form of visual

computer science and technology, display. The environment will be polluted with the
noise of buzzy synthetic speech. Many of these

Given the problems in the speech domain, it is not applications will undoubtedly be little more than

surprising that most interactions between people and passing fads.

machines are in the visual mode frequently using

alphanumeric keyboards as input and textual display But in some circumstances synthetic speech will

as output. Such visual terminals are already in become the way of the future. One example would be

fairly widespread use in industry and are used for a synthetic-speech announcements of floors in an

variety of applications including computer elevator thereby eliminating crooked necks'

programing, text editing, and data-base access.
Host of the preceding examples are very restricted in

The telephone allows speech telecommunications over terms of the language used for the interaction with

distance between people. Future visual terminals for machines. The problem with unrestricted natural

the home and businesses will allow textual language for communication with machines is that no

telecommunications between people. These visual automatic way has yet been discovered to extract

terminals could also be used to telecommunicate with meaning in either the speech or textual mode. The

machines in a way that is presently difficult using textual mode does eliminate the need for acoustic

the telephone and speech. analysis and hence has been wore extensively used in
most systems for restricted, specialized applica-

Viewdata, or videotex, systems are promised soon for tions. However, even if either mode were equally

the home and will allow data-base access and near perfect, questions would still arise about user

transactions with machines and textual messages preference for one mode over the other.

between people. Some viewdats systems use elaborate

tree searches to reach the desired frame of Thus, in the end the future will be decided by the

information. Some people believe that tree searches votes of consumers in the marketplace as they choose

will be "unnatural" for many users and some other from the many options presented by technology. The

more-natural language will be needed to search and shrewd enterpreneur will use consumer preference and

access these data-base systems. needs to help illuminate in advance the desires and
needs of the marketplace. basic research in

One conclusion is that the future vill see more linguistics, human behaviour, natural language, and

choices in mode for telecomunications between people other ancillary fields will have an important role in

and with machines. The choice of which alternate developing solutions and in understanding people's

needs and behaviour.
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NATURAL VS. PRECISE CONCISE lANGUAGES FOR HU'M1N OPERATION OF COMPUTERS:

RESEARCH ISSUES AND EXPERI.IMENTAL APPROAChES

Ben Shneiderman, Department of Computer Science
University of Maryland, College Park, MD.

This paper raises concerns that natural language front be accepted by users, although the compact form of the

ends for computer systems can limit a researcher's coded data may still be preferable for frequent users.

scope of thinking, yield inappropriately complex systems, When the suggestions for treatment replace a human

and exaggerate public fear of computers. Alternative decision, the hazy boundary between computer as tool
modes of computer use are suggested and the role of and computer as physician is crossed.
psychologically oriented controlled experimentation is
emphasized. Research methods and recent experimental Other researchers are more direct in their attempt to
results are briefly reviewed, create systems which simulate human behavior. These

researchers may construct natural language front ends

to their systems allowing terminal operators to use
1. INTRODUCTION their own language for operating the computer. These

researchers argue that most terminal operators prefer

The capacity of sophisticated modern computers to natural language because they are already familiar with
manipulate and display symbols offers remarkable oppor- it, and that it gives the terminal operator the great-
tunities for natural language communication among people, est power and flexibility. After all, they argue,
Text editing systems are used to generate business or computers should be easy to use with no learning and
personal letters, scientific research papers, newspaper computers should be designed to participate in dialogs
articles, or other textual data. Newer word processing, using natural language. These sophisticated systems
electronic mail, and computer teleconferencing systems may use the natural language front ends for question-
are used to format, distribute, and share textual data. answering from databases, medical diagnosis, computer-
Traditional record keeping systems for payroll, credit assisted instruction, psychotherapy, complex decision
verification, inventory, medical services, insurance, making, or automatic programming.
or student grades contain natural language/textual data.
In these cases the computer is used as a communication 2. DANGERS OF NATURAL LANGUAGE SYSTEMS
medium between humans, which may involve intermediate
stages where the computer is used as a tool for data When computer systems leave users with the impression
manipulation. Humans enter the data in natural lan- that the computer is thinking, making a decision, repre-
guage form or with codes which represent pieces of text senting knowledge, maintaining beliefs, or understanding
(part number instead of a description, course number information I begin to worry about the future of com-

instead of a title, etc.). The computer is used to puter science. I believe that it is counterproductive
store the data in an internal form incomprehensible to to work on systems which present the illusion that they
most humans, to make updates or transformations, and to are reproducing human capacities. Such an approach can
output it in a form which humans can read easily, limit the researcher's scope of thinking, may yield an
These systems should act in a comprehensible "tool-like" inappropriately complex system, and potentially
manner in which system responses satisfy user expec- exaggerates the already present fear of computers in
tations, the general population.

Several researchers have commented on the impor- 2.1 NATURAL LANGUAGE LIMITS THE RESEARCHER'S SCOPE
tance of letting the user be in control (1], avoiding
acausality [21, promoting the personal worth of the In constructing computer systems which mimic rather than

individual 131, and providing predictable behavior 14). serve people, the developer may miss opportunities for
Practitioners have understood this principle as well: applying the unique and powerful features of a computer:
Jerome Ginsburg of the Equitable Life Assurance Society extreme speed, capacity to repeat tedious operations
prepared an in-house set of guidelines which contained accurately, virtually unlimited storage for data, and
this powerful claim: distinctive input/output devices. Although the slow

rate of human speech makes menu selection impractical,
'Nothing can contribute more to satisfactory system per- high speed computer displays make menu selection an
formance than the conviction on the part of the terminal appealing alternative. Joysticks, lightpens or the
operators that they are in control of the system and "mouse" are extremely rapid and accurate ways of selec-

not the system in control of them. Equally, nothing ting and moving graphic symbols or text on a disolav
can be more damaging to satisfactory system opetation, screen. Taking advantage ol these and other computer-
regardless of how well all other aspects of the imple- specific techniques will enable designers to create
mentation have been handled, than the operator's con- powerful tools without natural language commands.
viction that the terminal and thus the pst.m are in Building computer systems which behave like people do,
control, have 'a mind of their own,' or are tugging is like building a plane to fly by flapping its wings.
against rather than observing the operator's wishes." Once we get past the primitive imitation stage and

understand the scientific basis of this new technology

I believe that control over system function and pre- (more on how to do this later), the human imitation
dictable behavior promote the personal worth of the strategies will be merely museum pieces for the 21st

user, provide satisfaction, encourage competence, and century, joining the clockwork human imitations of the
stimulate confidence. Many successful systems adhere 18th century. Sooner or later we will have to accept
to these principles and offer terminal operators a the idea that computers are merely tools with no more
useful tool or an effective communication media, intelligence than a wooden pencil, If researchers can

free themselves of the human imitation game and begin
An idea which has attracted researchers is to have the to think about using computers for problem solving in

computer take coded information (medical lab test novel ways, I believe that there will be an outpouring
values or check marks on medical history forms) and of dramatic innovation.

generate a natural language report which is easy to

read, and which contains interpretations or suggestions
for treatment. When the report is merely a simple

textual replacement of the coded data, the system may
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2.2 NATURAL LANGUAGE YIELDS INAPPROPRIATELY COMPLEX In the long run the public attitude towards computers
SYSTEMS will govern the future of acceptable research, develop-

ment, and applications. Destruction of computer system
Constructing computer systems which present the illusion in the United States during the turbulent 1960's, and

of human capacities may yield inappropriately complex in France just recently (lewsweek April 28, 1980 - An

systems. Natural language interaction with the tedious underground group, the Committee for the Liquidation or
clarification dialog seems archaic and ponderous when Deterrence of Computers claimed responsibility for bomb-

compared with rapid. concise, and precise database ing Transportation Ministry computers and declared: "We

manipulation facilities such as Query-by-example or are computer workers and therefore well placed to know

counercial word processing systems. It's hard to under- the present and future dangers of computer systems.

stand why natural language systems seem appealing when They are used to classify, control and to repress.")

contrasted with modern interactive mechanisms like high reveal the anger and fear that many people associate

speed menu selection, light pen movement of icons, or with computers. The movie producers take their ideas
special purpose interfaces which allow the user to from research projects and the public reacts to common

directly manipulate their reality. Natural language experiences with computers. Distortions or exagger-
systems must be complex enough to cope with user actions ations may be made, but there is a legitimate basis to

stemming from a poor definition of system capabilities, the public's anxiety.

Some users may have unrealistic expectations of what the One more note of concern before making some positive and
computers can or should do. Rather than asking precise constructive suggestions. It has often disturbed me
questions from a database system, a user may be tempted that researchers in natural language usually build sys-
to ask how to improve profits, whether a defendant is tems for someone else to use. If the idea is so good,
guilty, or whether a military action should be taken, why don't researchers build natural language systems
These questions involve complex ideas, value judgments, for their own use. Why not entrust their taxes, home
and human responsibility for which computers cannot and management, calendar/schedule, medical care, etc. to an

should not be relied upon in decision making. expert system? Why not encode their knowledge about
their own disipline in a knowledge representation lang-

Secondly, users may wste time and effort in querying uage? If such systems are truly effective then the

the database about data which is not contained in the developers should be rushing to apply them to their own
system. Codd [5] experienced this problem in his needs and further their professional career, financial
RENDEZVOUS system and labeled it "semantic overshoot." status, or personal needs.

In command systems the user may spend excessive time in

trying to determine if the system supports the oper- 3. HUMAN FACTORS EXPERIMENTATION FOR DEVELOPING INTER-
ations they have in mind. ACTIVE SYSTEMS

Thirdly, the ambiguity of natural language does not My work with psychologically oriented experiments over
facilitate the formation of questions or commands. A the past seven years has made a strong believer in the
precise and concise notation may actually help the user utility of empirical testing 16). I believe that we can
in thinking of relevant questions or effective commands. get past the my-language-is-better-than-your-language or
A amall number of well defined operators may be more my-systen-is-more-natural-and-easier-to-use stage of
useful than Ill-formed natural language statements, computer science to a more rigorous and disciplined
especially to novices. The ambiguity of natural lang- approach. Subjective, introspective judgments based on

uage may also interfere with careful thinking about the experience will always be necessary sources for new
data stored in the machine. An understanding of ideas, but controlled experiments can be extremely valu-
onto/into mappings, one-to-one/one-to-many/many-to-many able in demonstrating the effectiveness of novel inter-
relatLonshlps, set theory, boolean algebra, or predicate active mechanisms programming language control struc-

calculus and the proper notation may be of great assis- tures,or new text editing features. Experimental tes-

tance in formulating queries. Mathematicians (and ting requires careful statement of a hypothesis, choice
musicians, chemists, knitters, etc.) have long relied on of independent and dependent variables, selection and
precise concise notations because they help in problem assignment of subjects, administration to minimize bias,
solving and human-to-human communication. Indeed, the statistical analysis, and assesment of the results.
syntax of precise concise query or command language may This approach can reveal mistaken assumptions, demon-

provide the cues for the semantics of intended opera- strate generality, show the relative strength of
tions. This dependence on syntax is strongest for effects, and provide evidence for a theory of human
naive users who can anchor novel semantic concepts to behavior which may suggest new research.
the syntax presented.

A natural strategy for evaluating the effectiveness of
2.3 NATURAL LANGUAGE GENERATES MISTRUST, ANGER, FEAR natural language facilities would he to define a task,

AND ANXIETY such as retrieval of ship convoy information or solu-

tion of a computational problem, then provide subjects
Using computer systems which attempt to behave like with either a natural language facility or an alterna-
humans may be cute the first time they are tried, but tive mode such as a query language, nlrple programming
the mile is short-lived. The friendly greeting at the language, set of commands, menu selection, etc. Train-
start of some computer-assisted instruction systems, Ing provided with the natural language system or the
computer games, or automated bank tellers, quickly alternative would be a critical issue, itself the sub-

becomes an annoyance and, I believe, eventually leads ject of study. Subjects would perform the task and be
to mistrust and anger. The user of an automated bank evaluated on the basis of accuracy or speed. In my own
teller machine which starts with "Hello, how can I help experience, I prefer to provide a fixed time interval
you?" recognizes the deception ind soon begins to and measure performance. Since inter-subject vari-
wonder how else the bank is trying to deceive them. ability in task performance tends to be very large,
Customers want simple tools whose range of functions within subjects (also called repeated measures) designs
they understand. A more serious problem arises with are effective. Subjects perform the task with each
systems which carry on a complete dialog in natural mode and the statistical tests compare scores in one

language and generate the image of a robot. Movie and mode against the other. To account for learning effects,
television versions of such computers produce anxiety, the expectation that the second time the task is per-

-alienation, and fear of computers taking over. formed the subject does better, half the subjects begin

with natural language, while half the subjects begin

14C
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with the alternative mode. This experimental design 1) the problem domain

strategy is known as counterbalanced orderings. 2) the data in the computer
3) the available commands

If murking systems are available, then an on-line 4) typing skills

experiment provides the most realistic environment, but 5) use of tools such as text editors

problems with operating systems, text editors, sign-on 6) terminal hardware such as light pens, special

procedures, system crashes, and other failures can bias purpose keyboards or unusual display mechanisms

the results. Experimenters may also be concerned about 7) background knowledge such as boolean algebra,
the slowness of some natural language systems on cur- predicate calculus, set theory, etc.

rently available computers as a biasing factor in such 8) the specific system - what kind of experience effect

experiments. An alternative would be on-line experi- or learning curve is there

ments where a human plays the role of a natural language
system. This appears to be viable alternative 171 if Experiments are useful because of their precision,
proper precautions are taken. Paper and pencil studies narrow focus, and replicability. Each experiment may

are a suprisingly useful approach and are valuable since be a minor contribution, but, with all its weaknesses,

administration is easy. Much can be learned about human it is more reliable than the anecdotal reports from

thought processes and problem solving methods by con- biased sources. Each experimental result, like a small

treating natural language and proposed alternatives in tile in a mosaic which has a clear shape and color,
paper and pensil studies. Subjects may be asked to write adds to our image of human performance in the use of

lueries to a database of present a sequence of commands computer systems.

ising natural language or some alternative mode (9].

There is'a growing body of experiments that is helping to
clarify issues and reveal problems about human perform- 4. REFERENCES

ance with natural language usage on computers. Godd (51
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natural language with a database query language. Twenty
subjects worked with a subset of SEQUEL and an on-line 2) Gaines, Brian R. and Peter V. Facey, Some experience

simulated natural language system to composed queries, in interactive system development and application,

Shnelderman [9] describes a similar paper and pencil Proceedings of the IEEE, 63, 6, (June 1975), 894-911.
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SOME ICONOCLASTIC ASSERTIONS answer sequences and then see them executed as if the
computer was able to use natural language is, I be-

Considering the problems we have in communicating with lieve, far more beneficial to the child than giving
other humans using natural language, it is not clear him canned lessons as his or her first impression of
that we want to recreate these problems in dealing with what a computer is like.
the computer. While there is some evidence that natur-
al language is useful in communications among humans, COMPUTERIZFD CONFERENCING
there is also considerable evidence that it is neither
perfect nor ideal. Natural language is wordy (redun- Since 1973 at the New jersey Institute of Technology,
dint) and imprecise. Most human groups who have a need we have been developing and evaluating the use of a
to communicate quickly and accurately tend to develop a computer as a direct aid to facilitating human communi-
rather well specified subset of natural language that cation. The basic idea is to use the processing and
is highly coded and precise in nature. Pilots and po- logical capabilities of the computer to aid in the
lice are good examples of this. Even workin.b groups communication and exchange of written text (Hiltz &
within a field or discipline tend over time to develop Turoff, 1978). As part of this program we have been
a Jargon that minimizes the effort of communication and operating the Electronic Information Excange System
clarifies shared precise meanings. (EIES) as a source of field trial data and as a labora-

tory for controlled experimentation. Currently, EIM
It is not clear that there is any group of humans or has approximately 600 active users internationally.
applications for computers that would be better served Our current rate of operation is about 5,000 user hours
in the long run by natural language interfaces. One a month; 8,000 messages, conference comments and note-
could provide such an interface for the purpose of ac- book pages written a month and about 35,000 delivered
climating a group or individual to a computer or in- each month. The average message is about 10 lines of
formation system environment but over the long run it text and the average comment or page is about 20 lines
would be highly inefficient for a human to continue to of text.
use such an interface and would in a real sense be a
disservice to the user. Those retrieval systems that EIES offers the user a complete set of differing inter-
allow natural language like queries tend to also allow faces including menus, commands, self-defined commands
the user to discover with practice the embedded inter- and self programming of interfaces for individuals and
face that allows very terse and concise requests to be groups. In addition to the standard message, confer-
made of the system. Take the general example of COBOL, ence and notebook features, EIES has been designed with
which was designed as a laguage to input business the incorporation of a computer language called "INTER-
oriented programs into a computer that could be under- ACT" that allows special communication structures and
stood by non-computer types. We find that if we don't data structures to be integrated into the application
demand that programmers follow certain standards to of any specific group. Much of this capability has
make this possible, they will make their programs evolved since 1976 through a numerous set of alterna-
cryptic to the point where it is not understandable to tive feedback and evaluation mechanisms. Our users
anyone but other programmers. include scientists, engineers, managers, secretaries,

teenagers, students, Cerebral Palsy children and 80
It is interesting to observe that successful inter- year old senior citizens. In all this experience we
faces between persons and machines tend to be based have yet to hear a direct request or even implicit
upon one or the other of the two extreme choices one desire for any sort of natural language like interface.
can make in designing a language. One is small, well
defined vocabularies from which one can build rather To the contrary, we have indirect empirical data that
long and complex expressions and the other is large supports the premise that a natural language like
vocabularies with short expressions. In some sense, interface would be a disadvantage. For the most
"natural language" is the result of a compromise be- part, the behavior of users on EIES is very sensitive
tween these two opposing extremes. If we had some to the degree of experience they have had with the
better understanding of the cognitive dynamics that system. However, there is one key parameter which is

shape and evolve natural language, perhaps the one insensitive to the degree of experience or the rate
useful natural language interface that might be de- of use of the system. This is the number of items a
veloped would allow individuals and groups to shape user receives when he or she sits down at the terminal
their own personalized interface to a computer or in- to use the system. This number stays at around 7 plus
formation system. I am quite sure that given such a or minus 2. This is obviously a prescriptive effect
powerful capability, what a group of users would end the system has on the user as they get into the habit
up with would be very far from a natural language. of signing on often enough so that they will not have

more than around 7 new text items waiting for them.
The argument is sometimes made that a natural language Users who have been cut ouf for a long period by a
interface might be useful for those who are linguisti- broken terminal or a vacation that denies them access
cally disadvantaged. It might allow very young child- usually give out textual screams of "information over-
ren or deaf persons to better utilize the computer. I load" when they find tons of text items waiting for
see it as immoral to provide a natural language intro- them. In a real sense, it is natural language that is
duction to computers to people who might mistakenly generating this information overload for the user.

come to think of a computer as they would another hu- Another pertinent observation is that each user has
man being. I would much prefer such individuals to be three unique identifiers; a full name, a short nick-
introduced to the computer with an interface that will name, and a three digit number. Some users always use
give them some appreciation for the nature of the ma- nicknames and some alwavys use numbers to address their
chine. For example, a very simple CAI language called messages but I have yet to encounter anyone who uses
PILOT has been used to teach grammar school children full names on a regular basis.
how to write simple lessons for their classmates. The

* ability of the young children to write simple question
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AUTOMATED ABSTRACTING New users go through a learning period in which it may

take 10 to 20 hours to feel comfortable in writing in
Our observations do point to one application where the conferences. We feel this is due to the subconscious
ability to process natural language would be a signi- recognition that people write differently in this
ficant augmentation of the users of computerized con- medium than in letters, memos or other forms of the
ferencing systems. We have a large number of confer- written language. The majority of what a new user
ences that have been going on for over a year and which writes (95%) will be messages the first five hours of
contain thousands of comments. While a person entering usage and it takes about 100 hours until 25% of their
such an on-going discussion can, in principle, go back writings are in conferences. Also, it is about 100
and read the entire transcript or do selective retriev- hours before they feel comfortable in writing larger
al on subtopics, it would be far preferable to be able text items in notebooks. One other aspect in the style
to generate automatic summaries of such large text change is the incorporation of many non-verbal ques
files. Even for regular use, the ability to get auto- into written form (HA! HAI, for example). One cannot
mated sumaries would significantly raise the threshold see the nod of the head or hear a gentle laugh.
of information overload and allow users to increase Another aspect of natural language processing that can
their level of communication activity and the amount of aid users in this form of communications is help in
information with which they can deal meaningfully, overcoming learning curves of this sort by being able

to process the text of a group and provide a compara-
The goal of being able to process natural language has tive analysis to new members of a group so they can
always been a bit of a siren's call and has a certain more quickly learn the style cf the group and feel com-
note of purity about it. Those striving for it some- fortable in communicating with the group. One can
times lose sight of the fact that an imperfect system carry this farther and ask for abilities to deal in
may still be quite useful when the perfect system may certain levels of emotion such as: I would like to
be unobtainable for some time. One of the important make my statement sound more assertive.
problems well recognized in the computer field is
teaching computers how to "forget" or eliminate gar- CONCLUSION
bage. A less well recognized problem is the one of
teaching a computer how to "give up" gracefully and go I do believe that this form of human communication will
to a human to get help. In other words, the natural become as widespread and as significant as the phone
language systems that may have significant payoff in has been to our society. The future application of
the next decade are those that blend the best talents natural language processing really lies in this area;
of man and machine into one working unit. however, it is not in the interface to the computer

that this future rests but rather on the ability of
In the computerized conferencing environment, this means this field to provide humans direct aids in processing
that a person requesting a summary of a long conference the text found in their communications. Perhaps the
probably knows enough about the substance to guide the real subject to address is not the one with which this
computer in the process and to tailor the summary to panel was titled but the problems of"person-machine
particular needs and interests. In computerized con- interface to natural language processing systems. Or,
ferencing, the ultimate goal is "collective intelli- better yet, person-machine integration within natural
gence" and one hopes that the appropriate design of a language processing. The computer processing of natur-
comunication structure will al, w a group of humans to al language needs to become the tool of the writer,
pool their intelligence into something greater than any editor, translator and reader. It also has to aid us
of its p&.rts. If there is an automated or artificial in improving our ability to communicate. Most organi-
intelligence system, then providing that system as a zations are run on communications and the lore that is
tool to a group of humans as an integral part of their contained in those communications. With the increasing
group communication structure, the resulting intelli- use of computers as communication devices, the qualita-
gence of the group should be greater than the auto- tive information upon which we depend becomes as avail-
mated system alone. I believe a similar observation able for processing as the quantitative has been.
holds for the processing of natural language. Too often
those working in natural language seem to feel that in- Reference:
tegrating humans into the analysis process would be an
impurity or contaminant. In fact, it may be the higher THE NETWORK NATION: Human Communication Via Computer.
goal than mere automation. Starr Roxanne Hiltz and Murray Turoff, Addison-Wesley
WRITING STYLE Advanced Book Program, 1978.

FACE TO FACE VS. COMPUTERIZED CONFERENCING: A con-A related area with respect to computerized confer- trolled Experiment, Hiltz, Johnson, Aronovitch and

encing is the observation that the style of writing in Turoff, Report of the Computerized Conferencing and

this medium of communication differs from other uses Compunirizon Center, and

of the written or spoken version of natural language. Communications Center, NJIT, January 1980.

First of all, there is a strong tendency to be concise
and to outline complex discussions. We can observe
this directly in the field trials and also observe that
users bring group pressure upon those who start to
write verbose items or items off the subject of inter-
est to the group. The mechanism most commonly em-
ployed is the anonymous message. Also, in our con-
trolled experiments on human problem solving (Hiltz,
et al, 1980) we have found that there is no differ-
ence in the quality of a solution reached in a face-to-
face environment or in a computerized conferencing en-
vironment. However, we do observe that the computer-
ized conferencing groups use approximately 60% fewer
words to do Just as good a Job as the face-to-face
groups. Using Bales Interaction Process Analyses
(content analyses), we have also confirmed signifi-
cant differences in the content of the communications.
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